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Abstract 

In modem communication systems, the IF-sampling technique is becoming widely used 

because it allows more signal processing to be performed in the digital domain than in the 

analog domain by bringing the analog-to-digital convertor (ADC) closer to the antenna. 

The drawback of this technique is that the inphase (I) and quadrature (Q) samples are 

obtained at different instances in time which can cause serious amplitude imbalances 

between the I and Q samples. To solve this problem. additional hardware and firmware 

must be added to the receiver. Therefore. the complexity of existing IF-sampling 

receivers is still quite high. C.Y. Hung has developed a low complexity IF-sampling 

system [30] using the lowest sampling rate. 2 samples/symbol, which shows promising 

performance. However. this system uses a pair of variable gains, one for I and one for Q. 

to compensate for the amplitude imbalance problem between the I and Q samples. To 

implement the pair of variable gains using discrete components still involves a certain 

degree of difficulty. This thesis proposes a modification of the system in 1301 which 

reduces the complexity of the receiver by eliminating the pair of variable gains and 

achieves a better performance. The thesis also includes an implementation solution using 

purely discrete components to show the simplicity of the receiver. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Most digital communication systems use the traditional super-heterodyne 

receiver. The simplest super-heterodyne receiver, shown in Figure 1.1, consists of three 

main stages: ( 1 )  the radio frequency (RF) stage, (2) the intermediate frequency (IF) stage, 

and (3) the baseband stage. 

Andog + i - Digital 
Domain I 

- . .. . - -- A - - 
Domain 

b 

7 1 
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LNA I 
I li;t 

; LNA 
T PN IDEMOD- 
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Figure 1.1 The block diagram of the super-heterodyne receiver. 

A more complicated super-heterodyne receiver will have additional IF stages to provide 

better sensitivity and better selectivity as required for the individual receiver. The 

probIem of the super-heterodyne receiver is that it contains many analog components 

such as local oscillators (LO), mixers, filters, and low noise amplifiers (LNA). As shown 

in Rgure [ . I ,  the components on the left-hand side of the analog-to-digital converter 



(ADC) are analog and the components on the right-hand side of the ADC are digital. As 

shown. more than half of the receiver is formed by analog components. The 

disadvantage of analog components is that they are costly to manufacture and are not 

reliable in the long mn due to their aging property. In high-volume applications. it is 

almost impossible to make the same kind of components perfectly align with each other 

even with automated tools. This problem leads to the situation where the receiver 

coming back from the manupacturer does not work the same way as the prototype from 

the laboratory. Consequently. extra time and effort are needed for the assembly and 

testing phases. Therefore. a solution to this problem is to eliminate the analog 

components inside the receiver as much as possible. In addition. there are two analog 

signal paths after the quadrature downconverter in the super-heterodyne receiver. Since 

the analog components on one path cannot align to the corresponding components on the 

other path perfectly, it introduces phase and amplitude imbalances between inphase (0 

and quadrature (Q) symbols [1][2] which can cause serious performance degradation in 

the receiver. This is another well-known problem of the super-heterodyne receiver which 

is due to the use of analog components. 

Removing andog components inside a receiver has attracted considerable 

research in the recent past [2][3][4]. A common solution is to move the ADC closer to 

the antenna in order to digitize the analog signal in an earlier stage of the receiver. Once 

the signal is in the digitaI domain, the entire signal processing can be achieved by digital 

components such as  digital signal processor (DSP) and field prognmmabIe gate array 

(FPGA); these components give persistent performance which does not vary with their 

age. In addition, the functionality of digital components is commonly driven by software 



which greatly enhances the flexibility to change their behavior. However, sampling right 

after the antenna is not realistic since some amount of band-select and filtering must be 

preformed prior to the ADC in order to minimize the adjacent channel interference. As a 

result. the perfect place for the ADC is at the output of the RF stage which forms the well 

known conventional IF-sampling receiver as shown in Figure 1.2. 

' Digital Andog - ; - 
Domain I Domain 

+ 

v I 
I 

I 

I I 

1 

4 

i 
I I 

& 
I : h;t 

Filter PN I DEMOD- j LNA 
I 
T LO 

F, 14 - downconversi~n 

RF Stage 
- - - . - - - - - IF - Stage - -  Baseband Stage 

Figure 1.2 The block diagram of the conventional IF-sampling receiver. 

Note that F, 14 -downconversion is the technique used to replace quadrature 

downconvenion and it is discussed in the next chapter. The architecture of the 

conventional IF-sampling receiver solves two major problems presented in the super- 

heterodyne receiver. Firstly, it eliminates all analog components (LO, mixer, filter. and 

LNA) in the IF stage which reduces the cost for production and improves the reliability 

of the IF stage. Secondy, it removes the phase and gain imbalance problem in the super- 

heterodyne receiver by using only one ADC to digitize the analog signal. As a resuit, this 

architecture has been adopted in many studies [3][4][5J and there are, in fact, commercial 



chips [6][7] available using the same architecture. However, the drawback of the IF- 

sampling receiver is that the I and the Q samples are no longer being sampled at the same 

time instance[3][8]. This creates a sampling timing misalignment problem between the I 

and the Q samples. Consequently, existing IF-sampling receivers have to use 

complicated algorithms and circuits [3][9] [ I  01 tc remove the sapling timing 

misalignment problem. Thus the complexity of existing IF-sampling receivers is still 

quite high. 

The main objective of this research is to design and implement a low complexity 

IF-sampling system which does not require any complicated algorithms to handle the 

sampling timing misalignment problem and achieves an acceptable performance. The 

architecture of the proposed IF-sampling receiver in Figure 1.3 is even simpler than the 

conventional IF receiver. 

Analog - / --, Digital 
Domain I Domain 

, > 

: . F, 14 - downconversion 
I !  

RF Stage + ' c -  IFStage --------+-------_- Baseband Stage . -  - - -  

Figure 1.3 The block diagram of the proposed IF-sampling receiver. 



This thesis is divided into four sections. The first section (Chapter 2) reviews five 

fundamental algorithms in an IF-sampling system. The second section discusses key 

issues with a previous study on low complexity IF-sarnpiing systems. The second section 

is covered in Chapter 3. The third section deals with the solution to the problems in 

Chapter 3 and is covered in Chapter 4. The last section focuses on the implementation of 

the proposed IF-sampling receiver and is covered in Chapter 5. Finally, a summary of 

this thesis and potential future work is covered in Chapter 6. 



Chapter 2 Fundamental Theory of the Proposed IF- 
sampling Receiver 

Generally. a stationary wireless communication channel has two major 

characteristics, namely amplitude distortion and phase distortion. To compensate for 

these distortions without introducing a huge complexity to the receiver structure. Fr/4- 

downconversion can be used along with ir/4 -s hi fied Differential Quadrature Phase Shift 

Keying (DQPSK)? and Direct Sequence Spread Spectnun (DSISS). The x/4 -shifted 

DQPSK and the DSISS are used to suppress the unwanted channel characteristics. The 

F,/4-downconversion is a method which allows a direct analog to digital conversion on  

the IF signal. Hence, it reduces the receiver complexity. The main objective of this 

chapter is to review these three algorithms. In addition. the Nyquist sampling theorem 

and the Nyquist pulse for minimum Intersymbol Interference (IS0 are also discussed in 

this chapter in order to support the 14 -downconversion. 

The 4 4  -shifted-DQPSK is a digital modulation scheme that is widely used in 

digital cellular systems [I 11-[I 51. It is a bandwidth efficient modulation scheme that has 

bandwidth efficiency ranging from 1 bit/sec/tlz (100% excess bandwidth signaling pulse) 

to 2 bit/sec& (0% excess bandwidth signaling pulse). Notice that the bandwidth 

efficiency is calculated by using the bandpass bandwidth. Since x/4-shifted-DQPSK is a 



type of phase modulation scheme, it is insensitive to channel attenuation. In addition, this 

modulation scheme can be demodulated using a differential detector which removes any 

constant phase error at the receiver. As a result, it allows the use of  a non-coherent 

detector so that the receiver cost can be greatly reduced. The advantages of the 4 4 -  

shifted-DQPSK can simplify the structure of an IF-sampling receiver. Consequently, it is 

adopted throughout the thesis. This section will look at the modulation scheme, the 

detection algorithm and the limitations of the n/4 -shifted-DQPSK. 

Figure 2.1.1 Signal constellation at the output of the modulator. 



2.1.1 Modulation Scheme for the nI4-Shifted-DQPSK 

The signal constellation at the output of the modulator for the z/4-shifted- 

DQPSK is shown in Figure 2.1 .I. The signal constellation is defmed as all the possible 

absolute phases at the output of the modulator. In the 4 4  -shifted-DQPSK modulator, a 

pair of information bits (dibit) is mapped onto differentially encoded signal phases. M,, . 
using Gray code as illustrated in Table 2.1.1.1. 

Table 2.1.1.1 Table of differential phases according to Gray coding. 

Most Significant Bit 

~ . w  

0 

1 

1 

0 

Consequently, the signal constellation at the output of the demodulator ody contains the 

four differentid phases in Table 2.1.1.1 as shown in Figure 2.1.1.1. Gray coding [16, pp. 

2011 ensures that there is only one bit change across adjacent dibits. When there is a 

demodulation error, the output phase is most likely to shift to the neighboring dibits in the 

output signal constellation. 

Least Significant Bit 

~ I S I .  

0 

0 

Current Differential Phase 

44 

4 4  

3 4 4  

1 
i 

- 3 q 4  

1 - x/4 - 



Imaginary 
4 

Red 

Figure 2.1.1.1 Signal constellation at the output of demodulator. 

Hence, Gray coding can minimize the output bit enor probability. An absolute phase is 

obtained as 

@rn = Wn +#@-I (2.1.1.1) 

where #m-, is the previous absolute phase and it can be initially any phase in the signal 

constellation. The absolute phase is usually represented by a complex symbol. that is. 

~ [ n ] =  ~ , [ n ] + j ~ , [ n ] =  el" (2.1 .I -2) 

where 

I ,  [n] = cos(#,,) = I symboI 

a[.] = sin(@n) = Q symbol 



All the possible values of 1, [n] and Qd [n] for different absolute phases are summarized 

in Table 2.1.1.2- 

Table2.1.1.2 Tableof i,[n] and ~ ~ [ n ]  versus #,, . 

Absolute Phase 

4 

2.1.2 Detection Algorithm for the ~14-S hifted-DQPSK 

At the receiver end, a complex symbol. ~ ' [ n ] ,  is formed by combining an output 

sample fram the I channel \ w i t h  the corresponding output sample fiom the Q channel. 

This means that the output complex symbol is given as 

Inphase Symbol 

1, [nl 

Quadrature Symbol 

QJ [nl 

0 

0.7071 

1 

0.7071 

0 

-0.707 1 

- 1 
1 

-0.7071 . t 

0 

~ / 4  

lr/2 

3 4 4  

lr 

1 

0.707 1 

0 

-0,707 1 

- 1 

- 3x14 

- IT12 
- ~ / 4  

-0.707 1 

0 

0.707 1 



~ ' [ n ]  = I; [n] + j ~ ' [ n ]  = e~~ 

where 

I: [n] = received I sample 

Q: [n] = received Q sample 

4; r received absolute phase 

The received absolute phase consists of the transmitted absolute phase and the channel 

phase, that is, 

R = 4,, +h (2.1.2.2) 

where @c is the constant phase error introduced by the communication channel. To 

retrieve the information dibit, a differential (i.e. non-coherent) detector is used. The 

differential detector. shoun in Figure 2.1.2.1. consists of a delay, a complex conjugate 

operator. a multiplier and two decision devices. 

Figure 2.1.2.1 Differential detector for r/4 -shifted-DQPSK. 



Mathematically, the differential detection is achieved by multiplying the current complex 

symbol to the complex conjugate of the previous complex symbol [17, pp. 2741, that is. 

S'[~]-S"[R-I] =(I$]+ j ~ ' , [ n D ( 1 ; [ n - 1 ] -  j ~ ; [ n - l D  

= (elc ). ( e - f ~ - ,  ) 
- J(+; -4;-4 1 - 

where ( )' is the complex conjugate operator. As a result, the information dibit can be 

retrieved from the output complex symbol of the differential detector, and the phase error 

caused by the non-ideal channel is successfully removed. To retrieve the most significant 

bit, the decision rule is 

Similarly, the decision rule for retrieving the Ieast significant bit is 

Notice that the decision device only cares about the sign of the real part and imaginary 

part of the output complex symbol from the differential detector. This means that it is not 

necessary to calculate the information dibit by using the trigonometric function even 

though the information dibit is stored inside the differential phase. This also saves a lot 

of hardware to implement a differential detector. Note that there are also some other 

types of differential detectors as sho~vn in the literature [ 1 81 [I I]. 



2.1.3 Limitations of n/4-Shifted-DQPSK 

So far lr/3 shifted-DQPSK seems to be a perfect modulation scheme for reducing 

receiver complexity. However this come with a price. Firstly, differential detection has a 

3 dB performance degradation in Signal-to-Noise Ratio ( S N R )  compared to coherent 

detection [17, pp. 274-2781. In addition, z/4-shifted-DQPSK requires the channel 

characteristics to remain stationary over symbol periods in order for the channel phase to 

remain constant between two consecutive symbols. Hence one must weigh the 3 dB loss 

against the reduction in implementation complexity and must be sure that the physical 

channel is suitable for n/4 -shifted-DQPSK before making such a selection. 

A common problem over the wireless problem is IS1 which is caused by the 

amplitude and phase distortion of the channel. The following section proposes to use 

DS/SS to combat ISI. 

2.2 DS/SS for the Proposed IF-sampling Receiver 

The main characteristic of a spread-spec- signal is that its bandwidth is much 

greater than the symbol rate [17. pp. 695-752][19]. With the extra bandwidth, spread- 

spectrum signals can be used for suppressing jamming, in-band interference and ISI. 

There are two types of spread-spectrum signals. The fmt type is called direct-sequence 



(DS) and is commonly used in conjunction with Phase Shift Keying (PSK). The other 

type is called Frequency Hopping (FH) which is commonly used in conjunction with 

Frequency Shift Key (FSK). Since DSlSS is used for suppressing IS1 in the proposed IF- 

sampling receiver. this section starts with a brief overview of ISI. then it shows that IS1 is 

suppressed through the spreading and despreading process in a DS/SS system. Finally. it 

provides a discussion on the Barker code which is the PN sequence used in the proposed 

DS/SS modulation scheme. 

2.2.1 Overview of IS1 

Generally, IS1 is caused by the amplitude and phase distortion that exist on some 

propagation channels. In theory. a distonionIess channel must have a flat amplitude 

response. In reality. every practical communication channel has a limited bandwidth. To 

be able to transmit a signal faithNly over a real channel, the signal bandwidth must be 

smaller than or equal to the channel bandwidth [20, pp. 190-1911. Consider a baseband 

channel, h(t) .  with a lowpass bandwidth. W .  Let p(t)  be a baseband signal that has the 

rnavimum allowable bandwidth for faithN transmission over h(t ) . Therefore the 

bandwidth of p(t) is S W . Assume the f~quency spectrum of p(t) [Figure 2.2.1. l (a)] is 
1 

rectangular with amplitude - , which means that 
2FV 



where 3[ ] is the continue-time Fourier transform operator. Hence p( t )  [Figure 

2.2.1.1 (b)] is obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform of P( f)  and the result is 
sin(n </ T, ) 

p(t) = 3-' [~(f)]  = (2.2.1.2) 
a ti Tp 

1 where T, = - is the symbol duration. The conclusion drawn from this is that the tails 2w 
of a band-limited signaling pulse are longer than their symbol interval (i.e. 

- T p / 2  t, T,, 12 ). In the presence of sampling error, these long tails become ISI. If p(t) 

is used to carry symbol information, then the received baseband signal is 

r(t) = s ( i )  

where 

s(t ) = transmitted signal 

a, = transmitted symbols (assuming a, starts at k = 0 and a, = 0 for k < 0 ) 

t ,  = sampling error 

k = symbol index 

assuming that the channel is noise Free with a unity gain. AAer the sampling process. the 

discrete version of r ( f )  is 



lii 

where n = {0,1,2. ...,-I is the time index. If t, = 0, then r[n] becomes ( 1 ,  because 

p ( ~ )  = I and [(n - k p,, I= 0 as shown in Figure 2.2.1. l (b). If t ,  + 0, then each r[n] is 

a combination of the current and neighboring symbols and this is the type of interference 

called ISI. Figure 2.2.1.l(c) demonstrates the effect of the sampling error. Without 

sampling error, the sampling points are {sots, ,...}. At these sampling points, each 

sample only contains the information of the current symbol. However, the sampling 

points shift to right hand side by 0.5T,, (i.e. t,, = 0.51, ) in the presence of sampling error 

and the resulting sampling points are {s;,s;.. ..}. At these incorrect sampling points, 

every sample is corrupted by ISI. Notice that the-sampling error is caused by the 

misalignment between the transmitter and receiver clock. 



- *P 

Figure 2.2.1.1 (a) Spectrum of p(t ) . 

(b) Time-domain knction p(t) (sinc hction). 

(c) Received baseband signal. 



2.2.2 Suppressing IS1 using aDS/SS system 

In a DS/SS system. there are two additional processes in the transceiver compared 

to a conventional system. The two processes are called spreading and despreading. To 

realize the concept of spreading and despreading, the following discussion assumes that 

the communication channel is noise free and the channel attenuation is zero. 

Spreading is performed inside the transmitter in which each transmitted symbol is 

multiplied by a PN sequence to form an output sequence [21]. Each element in the output 

sequence is called a chip. Mathematically, the spreading process can be expressed as 

where 

b, = the output sequence 

a, = the transmitted symbol 

c[n] = the PN sequence and c[n] t 0 if ZLW I n < ZM + hf - 1 

LM = the PN sequence length 

Z = the symbol index 

n = the chip index 



This equation corresponds to two hnctional blocks in a transmitter, namely, up-sampler 

and multiplier, as shown in Figure 2.2.2.1. 

Up-sampler Multiplier 

Figure 2.2.2.1 The spreading process. 

Since each transmitted symbol becomes a sequence of chips. the data rate is increased by 

a factor of M after the spreading process. Consequently, a DSISS system requires ,bf 

times the bandwidth of a conventional system. 

On the other hand, the despreading process is performed by the receiver in which 

a symbol is reconstructed from the received chips through the matched filtering and the 

decimation processes as shown in Figure 2.2.2.2. 

Matched Filter Decimator 

Figure 2.2.2.2 The despreadinp process. 



Mathematically, the despreading process can be represented by 

where s[n] is the transmitted signal sample assuming no pulse shaping. By substituting 

b, tiom Equation 2.2.2.1 into Equation 2.2.2.2, the reconstructed symbol is 

Since c[n] only exists £?om n = IM to n = IM + M - I ,  the product c[n -lhf]-c[n - m ~ ]  

is non-zero only when 1 = m . Therefore Equation 2.2.2.3 becomes 

The term x c [ n  - mlkf]-c[n - m l ~ ]  in Equation 2.2.2.4 is a special case in the 

autocorrelation of c[n]. The autocorrelation of a PN sequence is defined as 

where 
M - 1. real PN sequence 14 5 .rmx and x,, - - {  O. perfect PN sequence 



(9 

As a result, Equation 2.2.2.4 and 2.2.2.5 implies that c[n - m ~ ]  - c[n - m ~ ]  = M and 
n=-ac 

the output of the despreading process becomes 

where M is also called the processing gain of the PN sequence. This shows that the 

despreading process cancels the effect of the spreading process. Hence there is no change 

to the cornrnunication system after adding a spreading and a despreading process. 

In order to show that spreading and despreading can suppress ISI, it is convenient 

to use the perfect PN sequence to start with. Generaily, the transmitted signal can be 

represented by Equation 2.2.1.3. After spreading, a, in Equation 2.2.1.3 is replaced by 

b, in Equation 2.2.1.1 so that the transmitted signal becomes 

P I - 0  1 - 4  

I 
where T' = -Tp is the chip duration. Therefore the sampled transmitted signal is 

M 

Let i = n - k , then Equation 2.2.2.8 becomes 



Substituting Equation 2.2.1.9 into Equation 2.2.2.2 and applying the autocorrelation 

property of the PN sequence (Equation 2.2.2.5), the received symbol is 

= Ma, - p( - t , )  

Bf -1 

The IS1 term, xu, p ( i ~  - t, ) . is zero since x = 0 for the perfect PN sequence. Hence 

r[m] = Ma, - p(- t ,  ) and the IS1 is completely removed. If a non-perfect PN sequence is 

used then x is not equal to zero. However, if mauld) <c 11.1, the IS1 term in Equation 

2.2.2.10 will be significantly reduced. 

It is very important to realize that the autocorrelation of the PN sequence plays a 

significant role in suppressing the ISI. In Equation 2.2.2.10, the tails from the 

neighboring symbols are attenuated by x and the desired symbol is amplified by iM . As 

a result, a good PN sequence (i.e. with a large ilf/rnax(/xl) ratio) can enhance the system 

performance. 



2.2.3 Barker Codes 

Barker codes are widely used in the existing digitai communication systems for 

synchronization and signal detection. This is because any Barker code has an 

autoconelation function which approximates that of a perfect PN sequence, 
M, m = O  

(2.2.3.1) 
- 1, othenvise 

Equation 2.2.3.1 can also be obtained from [El. The ratio M/maxUd) for a Barker code 

is M/1= 1M which is the upper limit for a real PN sequence. This autocorrelation 

property is also shown in Figure 2.2.3.1 

Figure 2.2.3.1 The autoconelation of the Barker code. 

The most commonly used Barker code has a sequence length of 1 I (i.e. M = 11) and is 

given as: 



where the left most chip is transmitted fiat Throughout the thesis, we use this Barker 

code for the proposed IF-sampling receiver. According to the 4 4  -shifted DQPSK signal 

constellation in Figure 2.1.1.1, the amplitudes of I and Q samples are limited to 

{& 1,~.7071,0). In both I and Q channels, the only possible combinations of two 

consecutive samples, (a, , a,,, ), are p, = (1,0.7), p, = (1,-0.7), p, = ( 0 . 7 ~ 0 ) ~  p, = (0.7.1), 

ps = (0.7,-I), p, = (0,-0.7)~ p, = (0,0.7), p8 = (-0.7.-1). p, = (-0.7.0), 

fro = (-0.7,1), p, ,  = (- 1.-0.7), and p,? = (- 1.0.7). When a matched filter is used to 

correlate the Barker code as shown in Figure 2.2.3.2. all possible output values from the 

matched filter, y[m]. are listed in Table 2.2.3. I .  

Figure 2.2.3.2 The matched filter for Barker correlation. 



Table 2.2.3.1 All possible matched filter outputs for n/4-shifted DQPS K symbols. 

The values in Table 2.2.3.1 are obtained according to the following example. 

Assuming the current and the next symbols come into the matched filter 

corresponding to the constellation point p, . Where the current symbol is a, = I .  

which corresponds to the I symbol. and the next symbol is a,,, =0.7. which 

corresponds to the Q symbol, the current chip sequence is 

b,bo.n,6, ..... a,6,w-I)= (1.-1~1.1.-1.1.1.1.-1,-[.-I) 

and the next chip sequence is 

{ai+[b0 ,a,,b, ,. . . ,~, ,b, ,~-,)= (0-7.4-7.0.7,0.7,4.7,0.7,0.7,0.7,-0.7,~.7} 



When all chips of the current symbol are shifted into the marched filter. the output 

of the matched filter is 

v[m =0] =a,bobo +a,b,b, +...+ a,b ,,,-, b,,l, 

= (lXl)+(- 11- l)+ ... + (- 11- I)= l l 

In the next clock cycles. the output of the matched filter is 

y[m = 11 =nib,bo +nib26, +...+n,b,-,b,w-2 +cli+,bob,-, 

= (11- I)+ (- 1xl) i . .  . + (- 1X- I)+ (0.71- 1) = -0.7 

and so on. 

The values in Table 2.2.3.1 show that the matched filter output is limited to 

(2 a,M ,k~i, *a,_, .o) if the Barker code is used for spreading. 

The limitation of the Barker code is that the length of the longest Barker sequence 

is 13. In fact. it has been hypothesized that the only possible Barker sequence lengths are 

I .  2 .3 .4 .5 .  7. 1 I. and 13 [21][23. pp. 5641. Therefore the processing gain of the code is 

always less than or equal to 13 which may not be enough for some applications. 

To perform IF-sampling. the sampling frequency, F,, of the sampler must be 

proportiona1 to the IF carrier frequency, f . If f, = (2n + I)F, 14, where 

{n E I,O 5 n I a}, F,/4-downconversion [4][3[24] is the term to describe the series of 



processes that convert an analog IF signal to a digital baseband signal. This is the mon 

common downconversion technique used in existing IF-sampling systems. There are two 

ways to choose F, according to the Nyquist sampling theorem. One way is determined 

from the highest frequency component and he other is fiom the signal bandwidth. [n this 

section. n is set to zero which means that the received IF signal is treated as a lowpass 

signal and F, is chosen according to the highest frequency component. In order to show 

that IF-sampling can replace baseband sampling. it is necessary to show the conditions 

under which both sampling methods produce the same output signal. Verifying such 

conditions can be achieved either in the time-domain or in the frequency-domain. The 

time-domain analysis shows that the two methods produce the same I and Q output 

samples. Whereas, the frequency-domain analysis shows the output signals fiom the nvo 

methods have the same frequency components. To simplify the analysis. an ideal 

communication channel is used. The ideal channel. shown in Figure 2.3.1, is defined as a 

channel with a unity gain. 

Y ( t )  = x(t) 
Gain = t 

Figure 23.1 The block diagram of an ideal channel. 



With this channel, the received IF signal at the receiver can be expressed as 

r,F (1) = I([) .  C O S ( ~ ? & . ~ )  - Q(I ) sin(2eFt) (2.3.1) 

where 

cos(2,ffFr) I cosine carrier 

sin(2&,t) = sine carrier 

I ( [ )  = I signal 

~ ( t )  = Q signal 

2.3.1 Time-Domain Analysis 

F, 14 -downconversion consists of three processes. namely sampling. sign 

correction, and sorting. In the sampling process, r,F ( t )  is sampled by a sampler at a rate 

of F, = 4f, . Therefore, the sampling period is 

and the output of the sampler is 

+I = r,F (tl,=,,r, 

where n = {0,1.2.3, ...,a). By substituting Equation 2.3.1 and Equation 2.3.1.1 into 

Equation 2.3.1.2, the output of the sampler can be represented as 



where 

I ,  [n] = ~ ( t  = nT' ) = discrete-time I signal 

Q, [n] = ~ ( t  = nT,) = discrete-time Q signal 

As a result, r [n]  consists of samples of I ( [ )  interleaved by samples of Q(I) with sign 

inversion introduced on some of the samples. This special result is achieved through the 

orthogonality property between the sine and cosine carriers. At the sampling points, the 

sine and cosine carriers are periodic sequences, that is, 

C O S ( ~ & ~ . ~ ]  l=,,,m = cos = {LO,-1,0 ,----- j 
.I fib 

and 

sin(z&t)( tmnr,= = sin = {0,1,0.-1.0, ..-.. } 
4 1 1 ~  

At any sampling point. only one of the two sequences contains a non-zero value. 

Therefore, these two sequences are orthogonal to each other at the sampling points. The 

orthogonality property is also shown graphically in Figure 2.3.1.1. 

Figure 2.3.1.1 Graphical representation on the eftect of sampling the cosine and sine 

carriers with f =-If, . 

This unique propew ensures that each of the output samples from the sampler contains 

the information about either the inphase or the quadrature signal, but not about both. 



The sign correction on r[n] can be achieved simply by multiplying r[n] with 
r \ 

&cos n - + - = (1,-1.- 1,1, 1,-I,.....). This sign correction sequence is unique for [ :I 
f ,  = (4n + l ) ~ ,  14. Finally, 1, b] and Q, [n] are obtained through sorting (i.e. 

decimation). As a result. F,/4 -downconversion produces the same output samples for 

the I and Q channels as comparing to the baseband sampling. A summary of all the 

processes in the F, /4 -doi\nconversion is shown in Figure 2.3.1.2. 

Sampling Sign Correction Sorting 

Fig u 

> 4 2  . 
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F, 

= {I.-1.-1.1 ,..... } 3 2-I , J.2 - 
i 

d ' 
/ 

re 23.1.2 The signal processes in the F, /4 -downconvenion. 

The drawback of F,/4-downconversion is that the I and Q samples are obtained at 

different time instants. This means that there is a timing misalignment between the I and 

Q samples [3][8] which, ideally. should be taken at the same instant in time. There are 

many ways to solve this timing misalignment problem. The approach that is used in this 

thesis is discussed in Chapter 3. 



2.3.2 Frequency-Domain Analysis 

To perform the frequency-domain analysis, the first step is to understand the 

sampling theorem [20, pp. 911. Assuming there is a lowpass signal, x ( t ) ,  which has a 

bandwidth W / 2  as shown in Figure 2.2.2.1. 

Figure 23.2.1 The frequency spectrum of x(t)  ( BW is the lowpass bandwidth). 

Figure 23.2.2 The Nyquist sampler. 



In Figure 2.3.2.2, a Nyquist sampIer is used to digitize the entire frequency band from 

direct current (DC) to /, 1 2 ,  where A is the sampling frequency of the sampler and must 

be greater than or equal to W according to the Nyquist sampling theorem. Then the 

output of the sampler in the time-domain is 

where 

T, = l/f, = sampling period. and 

6(t) r continuous-time impulse function. 

To view the frequency components of x, ( t )  requires X, Cf), the continuous-time Fourier 

transform of x, ( t)  , 

Equation 2.3.2.2 can be simplified as 

according to the sifting property of the impulse. Equation 2.3.2.3 states that X, Cf) is 

x C ~ )  repeated at every nj;. The repeated frequency components are called sampling 

images. This result is also shown graphically in Figure 2.3.2.3. 



Figure 2.3.2.3 The frequency spectrum of x, ( t )  . 

Samp ring Sampling 

To carry out our frequency domain analysis, we assume that both I ( [ )  and Q([) 

irnrrge 

are lowpass signals with a bandwidth of IVIZ. This means that r,F(t) is a bandpass 

image 

signal, which has a carrier frequency f ,  and a null-to-null bandpass bandwidth W . The 

frequency spectnun of rl,.-(r) is shown in Figure 2.3.2.4(a). In the baseband sampling 

N f )  

(Figure 1-l), rl,:(r) is first multiply by ~cos(2&-r) in the I channel to form an 

intermediate signal ~ ' ( r  ) . where I '(I) can be expressed as 

1 

x( f )  XU) 
t 

I I 
I 
1 



This process is called the mixing operation and the resulting signal has a frequency 

spectrum as shown in Figure 2.3.2A(b). Then ~ ' ( f )  is filtered by a lowpass filter to 

remove the double frequency terms. Hence, the output lowpass signal is 

I ( [ )  = LPF[z'(~)] (2.3.2.5) 

where LPF[ ] = Iorvpass filtering operator. The frequency spectrum of i(t) is shown in 

Figure 2.3.2.4(c). Finally. ~ ( t )  is sampled by the Nyquist sampler to form 1, [n] and the 

spectrum of I ,  [n] is shown in Figure 2.3.2.4(d). 

In F, 14-dorvnconversion. r,!.. ( f )  is treated as a lowpass signal and is sampled 

directly by the Nyquist sampler during the sampling process. The output of this process 

is r, [n]. which has a frequency spectrum shown in Figure 2.3.2.5(a) according to the 

sampling heorern. In the sign correction process. r!,,. [n] is multiply by fi cos(n 4 + :) 
to produce an intermediate signal 

To examine the spectral content of rL.-[n]. we calculate the discrete-time Fourier 

uansfonn of 6 [n]: 



Do trble r'v) Double 

Frequency Frequency 
Term I' Term 

Figure 23.2.4 (a) Spectrum of r, (t ) ( B W = FV is the bandpass bandwidth). 

(b) Spectrum of [ ' ( I ) .  



Frey irence \ ~ r e ~ u e n c e  
Term Term 

Figure 2.3.2.5 (a) Spectrum of r,,. [n]. 

(b) Spectrum of r;;. [n]. 

(c) S pecmun of I,, [n]- 



where 

Z{ ) = discrete-time Fourier transform operator, and 

8 = convolution operator. 
/h- 

With this equation. the graphical representation of Rb[r '1 is shown in Figure 

2.3.2.5@). The last process in the FJ4-downconversion is sorting. This process 

performs a decimation-bp-2 on r;;. [n]. According to decimation theory [25, pp. 5941, the 

output spectrum after a decimatio n-by-2 is 
1-0 s t ,  

x'l 

where 

t f: = -f, for decimation-by-2 
2 



As a result, the spectrum of I ,  [n] is 

and is plotted in Figure 2.3.2.5(c). Notice that F, /4 -downconversion does nor require 

the lowpass filter which is used to remove the double frequency terms resulted From the 

mixing operation in the super-heterodyne receiver. This is because the double frequency 

terms coincide with the sampling images in R;, [e J ' x : )  and they are removed during h e  

decimation process. Comparing the output I signals from the baseband-sampling and the 

F,/4-downconversion, it is clear that they have the same spectral components as shown 

in Figure 2.3.2.4(d) and 2.3.2.5(c). respectively. Although the above analysis is only 

performed on the I channel, the same method can be used to analyze the Q channel and 

the result will be the same. Consequently. F,/4-downconversion can replace the 

conventional baseband-sampling. 

2.4 Nyquist Sampling Theorem 

In the previous section. t-., ( r )  is treated as a lowpass signal during the sampling 

process in order to simplify the analysis. In this section, the Nyquist sampling theorem 

for both lowpass and bandpass signal is examined in detaiI. 



Lowpass Sampling Theorem 

To sample a lowpass signal. the Nyquist sampling theorem [26, pp. 861 states that 

I, must be selected such that 

f, = f ~  (2.4.1.1) 

where f, is the sampling eequency and f, is the highest frequency of interest in the 

signal to be sampled as shown in Figure 2.4.1.1. 

Figure 2.4.1.1 Frequency spectrum o f  a lowpass signal. 

This relationship can guarantee that there is no aliasing. Aliasing is a term to describe the 

type of specual dinortion when the sampling images, created Earn the sampling process, 

overlap with each other as shown in Figure 2.4. L .2. 



.Aliasing Aliasing 

Figure 2.1.1.2 The spectrum of the sampled lowpass signal ( f ,  < 2 f, ). 

Bandpass signals can be sampled the same way as lowpass signals. This means that 

Equation 2.4.1.1 becomes 

f ,  2 zf; (2.4. f .2) 

where f; = f, + and f ,  is the carrier frequency. In this way, aLl information of the 

signal fiom DC to fh is unambiguously identified. The disadvantage of this approach is 

that the sampling frequency required is too high since fi is much higher than f ,  . For 

example. the IF carrier tiequency and the baseband signal bandwidth for a Global 

Positioning System (GPS) signal (271 are 21 -25 MHz and 1 MHz respectively. If this IF 

signal is sampled according to Equation 2.1.1.2, the sampling frequency required must be 

greater than or equal to 44.5 MHz. This means that it requires a state-of-the-art device to 

sample the IF signal. Even i f  one can find a sampling device operating at this frequency. 

it will increase the receiver cost drastically. Consequently, this approach is not affordable 

for a low cost receiver if the center frequency of the channei is very high. 



2.4.2 Bandpass Sampling Theorem 

For a bandpass signal with a finite bandwidth, there is another rule in the Nyquist 

sampling theorem to select the sampling frequency. This rule is known as the bandpass 

sampling theorem [8] [28, pp. 3 1  1 -33 73. Let ( r )  be a bandpass signal, which has a 

carrier frequency f, and a null-to-null bandpass bandwidth W as shown in Figure 2.4.2.1. 

y ( f  
4 BFV 

Figure 2.1.2.1 The spectrum OF ! ( r )  ( B CY = IV is the bandpass bandwidth). 

It is clear to see that the spectrum of y(t) has an empty frequency sIot from -fL to f ,  - 

If the empty slot can accommodate some of the sampling images resulting from the 

sampling process. it may be possible to reduce the sampling rate. This is the fundamental 

concept behind the bandpass sampling theorem. Consequently, the bandpass sampling 

theorem states that the sampling rate ofthe sampler must satisfy the relationship 



where 

i = an integer 

f, = the highest frequency component of interest in the signal to be sampled 

f' =- the lowest frequency component of interest in the signal to be sampled 

in order to sample y(t)  without in-band aliasing. 

Equation 2.4.2.1 and Equation 2-4.2.2 raise three important points about the 

bandpass sampling theorem: 

(a) Unlike the lo~vpass sampling theorem. the desired sampling me. f,. in the 

ZfH bandpass sampling theorem not only has a lower limit (- ) but also has an 
I 

2L upper limit (- ). Therefore over-sampling may cause aliasing in this case. 
c-t 

@) The bandpass sampling theorem is not guaranteed to work for all band-limited 

bandpass signals since i does not always exist According to Equation 2.4.2.2, i 

exists only if 



where L J is the floor operator. As a result, the bandpass sampiing theorem can 

only apply to the bandpass signals which satisfy Equation 2.4.2.3. 

(c) The maximum sampling rate can be obtained by substituting i = 2 into the upper 

limit in Equation 2.4.2.1 and the result is 
b 

f.., = zf, (2.4.2.4) 

The minimum sampling rate is obtained by substituting i = lfH? fL 1 into *e  

lower limit in Equation 2.4.2.1 and the result is 
If, f..,. = (2.4.2.5) 

[ f H t j ; *  1 
If f~ is an integer. Equation 2-4.2.5 can be funher simplified to 

f H  - A  

= 211' 

where CV = f, - f ,  rn the bandpass bandwidth. 



In a digital communication system. the bandpass signal often has a spectral content 
IV Id; ?V 

confmed within +- (i-e. f, = + - and f ,  = A - - ). Substituting this 
2 2 2 

condition into Equation 2.4.2.3. a restriction on the carrier frequency is obtained as 
* w 

f, +- 
If Equation 2.4.2.6 is used to determine the minimum sampling frequency, then 

LV 

must be an integer. This modifies the restriction on the carrier frequency to 
f 9  \ 

where k = O,I,?, ....a. As a result. the carrier frequency of a bandpass signd must satisfy 

Equation 2.4.2.8 in order to use the bandpass sampling theorem as stated in Equation 

2,4.2.6. 

2.5 Nyquist Pulse for Minimum IS1 

In an analog signal. all frequency components inside its bandwidth carry 

information. Therefore any spectral distortion (like aliasing) will corrupt some of the 

information on the signal. In contrast the information is modulated on top of the 

sipding pulse in a digital signal. Thus the information is preserved as long as the 



modulated signaling pulse remains unchanged at the sampling point. This means that 

aliasing is allowed if it does not distort the output of the sampler. 

For Example, two signaling pulses are used to transmit the information bits 

{I,-1,l) in a digital Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) communication system and the 
I 

sampling rate f ,  is fixed at - ( T, is the symbol period). The first pulse p, ( f )  is the 
7 - P  

same as p(t) from Equation 2.2.1.2 that has a rectangular lowpass (null-to-null) 
1 

bandwidth of - . The second pulse p,  ( t )  is a raised cosine pulse [17, pp. 5461 with 
2T,, 

with impulse response [Figure 2.5.21 

1 
100% roll-off(i.e. BW = -1. The spectrum of p, ( t )  (Figure 2.5.1) can be expressed as 

TP 

~,(f)=. 

f 

r, f = o  
1 

~ [ ~ + C O S ( # T ~ ) ~  14 S- (2.5.1 ) - 7-P 

0. 
1 

A>,  
i 



Figure 2.5.1 The spectrum of p, (r ) (with 100% roll-off). 

Figure 2.53 The raised cosine pulse p, ( t )  (with 100% rollsff). 

Using p, ( t )  to transmit the information bits. the received baseband signal r(i) (without 

channel distortion) is shown in Figure 2.5.3. 



'[oI 41 r[21 

Figure 2.5.3 The baseband received signal r(t) ( r[n] is the output of the sampler in the 

presence of sampling error). 

Then the output of the sampler r[n] ha5 a frequency spectrum shown in Figure 2.5.4. 

Image Image BW Image Image 

1 Figure 2.5.4 The spectrum of rb] ( B W = - is the lowpass bandwidth). 
2Tp 

Hence there is no aliasing in the spectrum of r[n]. Using P2(t)  to transmit the 

information bits. the received baseband signal r'(t) (without channel distortion) is shown 

in Figure 2.5.5. 



Figure 2.5.5 The baseband received signal r '(r)  (r'[n] is the output of the sampler in 

the presence of sampling error). 

In this case, the output of the sampler rt[n] has a spectrum shown in Figure 2.5.6. 

Image Image 

I 
Figure 2.5.6 The spectrum of rr[n] ( BFV = - is the lowpass bandwidth). 

T P  



It is clear to see that the sampling images overlap with each other in the spectrum of 

r'[n]. Comparing Figure 2.5.3 and Figure 2.5.5. the IS1 in r'[n] is much less than the IS1 

in r[n] since the tail of p2 ( t )  dies off much quicker then the tail of p, ( t )  . Therefore the 

aliasing in the spectrum of rr[n] does not necessarily harm the digital communication 

system since it can help improve the system performance by reducing the IS1 as noticed 

by Nyquist [29, pp. 233-2353. 

There is another way to reduce the tail amplitude of a band-limited signaling pulse 

without increasing the bandwidth of the signaling pulse. Considering a pulse pho(t) is 

formed according to Figure 2.5.7. 

Figure 2.5.7 The block diagram to form p,,, ( r  ) . 

sin(m!~, ) > P&,# ( t )  

This pulse is called a duobinary pulse [20. pp. 198-200][29. pp. 237-2431 and 

mathematically, its spectrum (Figure 2.5.8) can be expressed as 

*P 

Delay 
> 

T P  



with impulse response [Figure 2.5.91 
s i n ( d ~ , )  sin[x(t-TP)/7',] 

P~ (t) = m/Tp += 

- 7"' sin(n: T,, 
- 'T 

Figure 2.5.8 The spectrum of p ,,,> (r ) . 

Figure 2.5.9 The duobinary pulse p,, ( t )  . 



~lthough the duobinary pulse has the same bandwidth as the sinc pulse shown in Figure 

2.2.1.1, its tails are much smaller. This is because the ositive side lobes of 
sin[lr(t - T, )IT,] sin[q~,,  

3 = T E -  suppress the negative side lobes of f and the negative side 
4 7 ' 0  

suppress the positive side lobes of sin(?/ T, ) . As a result, the 
ml *P 

tails of the duobinary pulse become much smaller as demonstrated in Figure 2.5.9. The 

penalty for these smaller tails is that the main lobe is 1.5 times wider than the sinc pulse. 

This means that the IS1 from the previous symbol becomes stronger. 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter provided a brief overview of n/4 -shifted-DQPSK. DSISS. F, 14 - 
downconversion. the Nyquist sampling theorem and the Nyquist pulse for minimum ISI. 

The 44-shifted-DQPSK is a modulation scheme. which attempts to protect the 

information signal from both the amplitude and phase distortion in a communication 

channel. To use this modulation scheme the communication channeI must be stationary 

between two consecutive symbol periods and one must be prepared to pay a 3 dB penalty 

compared to coherently detected QPSK. 



The DS/SS is a common technique for removing the IS1 resulting from sampling 

error. The performance of the DS/SS depends on the autocorrelation propem of the PN 

sequence. Since the L l i h i p  Barker code has a highly desirable autocorrelation function. 

it will be exclusively used throughout the thesis. 

The &/4-do~vnconvenion retrieves the I and Q samples directly from the IF 

signal. Hence it reduces the receiver complesity. However. the price to pay for using 

F,/J-downconversion is that it introduces timing misalignment between the I and Q 

samples. 

The Nyquist sampling theorem ensures that there is no in-band spectral distortion 

after the sampling process. The Nyquist pulse for minimum ISI shows that a partial in- 

band distortion after the sampling process can minimize the IS1 caused by the sampling 

error. 



Chapter 3 Previous Research for the D S I S S  IF-sampling 
System 

This chapter begins with a detailed discussion on a DS/SS IF-sampling system in 

Kevin Hung's thesis [3O]. This system consists o f  a DSlSS transmitter, an additive 

bandpass white Gaussian chamei. a DSlSS IF-sampling receiver, and a r/4-shifted- 

DQPSK detector as demonstrated in Figure 3.1 . 

Transmitter Channel 

! Linear 

Receiver 

bit ' - DS/SS 4) -3- ---+ rb) IF-sampling . I 6;t 
x' 

Detector - 
f 

Modulator Q [ ~ I  Receiver - 
I 

Figure 3.1 Block diagram of the bandpass communication system model. 



The sampling rate of the IF-sampling receiver is kept at a minimum of 2 sampledchip in 

order to save the ADC cost. To handle the timing misalignment between the I and Q 

samples, this system uses a special shaping pulse in the transceiver and the design of this 

special shaping pulse is included in this chapter. The second objective of this chapter is 

to discuss the performance and the implementation of the system. To show the system 

performance, a discussion of IS1 suppression, receiver noise analysis, and simulation 

results are presented in this chapter. In the discussion of system implementation, we 

investigate whether the system can be implemented with existing technology at low cost 

or not. Most of the material in this chapter is &en from Kevin's thesis [30]. 

3.1 The DSISS Transmitter 

Generally, a digital transmitter has nvo bctions: converting a digital information 

signal into an analog baseband signal and modulating the baseband signal onto a carrier 

signal. The block diagram of the DS/SS transmitter is shown in Figure 3.1 .I. This 

special transmitter achieves the functionality of a digital transmitter through four 

processes: bit mapping. spreading. pulse shaping, and frequency upconveaion. 



Figure 3.1.1 Transmitter for DS/SS IF-sampling system ( M = I I and is the 1 1- 

chip Barker sequence). 

Frequency 
Bit Mapping Spreading Pulse shaping Upconversion 

In the bit mapping process. an information dibit is mapped to a complex symbol 

according to the ir/4 -shifted-DQPSK modulation scheme as discussed in Section 2.1.1. 

b it 
> 

The result from Section 2.1 states that the output complex symbol is 

1, + jQ, = e (3.1.1) 

\ ~ o s ( w c f ) )  
Convert from 

lr I n  >: TM p [ n ~  . > sequence to 3 g(t) - -Shifted 
4 -- impulse train , , 
I 

DQPSK a 

Convert from 
Modulator Qn > TM 9 p[n] . YN sequence to 

y(t 

p 

where 

I ,  = cos(@,,) = inphase symbol at time index n 

Q, = sin(@,, ) = quadrature symbol at time index n 

q5,, r absolute phase at time index n 



The spreading process is performed the same way as shown in Section 7.2.2. 

Therefore i f  the input I and Q symbols are I,, and QR , then the output I and Q sequences 

of the spreader are 

X,, = { T I .  
k=-= 

and 

respectively. 

The pulse shaping process is similar to the reconstruction process of a bandlimited 

signal from its samples in the Nyquist sampling theorem [26, pp. 871. This process 

consists of  two steps: ( I )  discrete sequence to analog impulse train conversion and (2) 

pulse shape filtering. Given that the input discrete sequences are X, and Yn, the output 

analog impulse trains from step (1) are 

and 

respectively where T is the chip period. In step (2),  n , ( t )  and uv(f )  are passed to hvo 

pulse shaping filters having the same impulse response, g(t). The output I and Q signals 

from step (2) are given as the convolution of g(t)  with zr, (t ) and us ( t )  , that is 



In the frequency upconversion process. ~ ( t )  and ~ ( r )  are frequency up-shifted 

by the cosine and sine carriers respecrively to a camer frequency . Finally. the output 

of the transmitter is formed as 
0 

~ ( t )  = 1 x,, . g(r - n ~ ,  ) . cos(2d.r) 
n=--O 

The bandpass signal s( t )  can also be represented by its complex-valued lowpass 

equivalent signal. v(t ) . which can be es pressed as 

a? 

where v(t) = (.Y, + jYm)-  #(t - n T  ) . The relationship between s ( r )  and v( r )  in 

fiequency domain can be obrained by taking the Fourier transform of equation 3.1.9 and 

the result is 
1 

) = [ - - +  - (- 1. - . ) I  
where 

~ ( f )  r continuous-rime Fourier transform of s(r) 

~ ( f )  = continuous-time Fourier transform of ~ ( r )  



Equation 3.1.10 states that the bandwidth of s(t) is the same as the total bandwidth 

(including both positive and negative frequency spectra) of v(t). The derivation of the 

power spectral density of v(r ) is given by [17. pp. 2041 and the result indicates that if the 

encoded symbols, X,, and y, . are uncorrelated and have zero mean. that is 

4.w ["I = E{X. . I;,-, } = 0 tbr ail rn (3.1.1 1) 

E{x,} = E{Y,} = 0 for all n (3.1.12) 

where E{ }=  the expectation operator. then the lowpass equivalent signal is a 

cyclostationary process with an avenge power density spectrum given by 

where 

Therefore, the power density spectrum of ~ ( t )  has the same shape as the power density 

spectrum of the shaping pulse g ( t ) .  Consequently, the total bandwidth of v ( t )  is equal to 

the total bandwidth of &). This also implies that the bandpass bandwidth of s(t )  is the 

same as the total bandwidth of g(t) which dictates the required channel bandwidth. 

3.2 The Channel 

As described in Figure 3.1. the output signal of the tranmsrmtter. s(t ) , is corrupted 

by an additive bandpass noise. I'hcrefore. the input signal at the receiver can be 

expressed as 



where n(t) is the additive bandpass noise. The noise is assumed to be a wide-sense 

stationary stochastic Gaussian process with zero mean, that is, 

~ { n ( t ) )  = 0 For a11 time r (3.2.2) 

In addition, the noise is also assumed to have a flat red-valued power density spectrum of 
No - in a Frequency region with bandwidth of R Hz and centered at the carrier 
2 

frequency. This means that the power density spechum of n(t) can be represented as 

i lVo CC' FV -. ~ f - ~ ~ s - o r ~ f + f c ~ s -  @mu)= 2 2 2 
I orhenvise 

With this special power spectral density function, this random process is commonly 

known as bandpass white noise and i t  is shown graphically is Figure 3.2.1. 

Figure 33.1 Power density spectnun of the bandpass white noise, n(r) . 



Generally, any bandpass random process can be decomposed into two lowpass noise 

processes namely the 1 component s(r) and the Q component y( t ) .  Thus, n(t)  can also 

be written as 

n(t) = ~ ( t )  cos(21&~1) - y ( r ) e  sin(24.t) 

where 

x(t) = inphase component of ) I ( / )  

y(t) r quadrature component of n(r) 

Since n(t) is assumed to be a Gaussian process, it follows that both x(t)  and y(t) are 

also zero-mean Gaussian random processes [ I  7, pp. 1621. This implies that 

E { x ( ~ ) }  = E { ~ ( [ ) , \  = 0 for a11 time t (3.2.5) 

Since n(t)  is a wide sense stationary process, x(t) and y(t) are real-valued individually 

and jointly wide-sense stationary processes [I 7, pp. 1591. The autocorrelation functions 

of x(t) and y(t) are exactly the same and given as 

It has been s h o w  [17. pp. 1591 that the two processes, x(t)  and y ( t ) ,  are also 

uncorreIated for all time s h i h  r . therefore, 

4- (r ) = E {..(t )) - E { ) . ( f -  r )] for all time shifts r (3 -2.8) 

This means that + ( I )  and y(i) are statistically independent since they are Gaussian 

processes. Substituting Equation 3 -2.5 into Equation 3 2 . 8  yields 

@q (r) = ~ { . . . ( f )  - y(f - r)}  = 0 for ail time shifts 7 (3 -2.9) 

As a result, x(t)  and (t ) are orthogonal to each other. The power density spectrum of 

x(t) and y(t) are obtained by taking the Fourier transform of += (s) and #w - - ( r )  . Hence 



The autocorrelation Functions and the power spectral density functions of x(t )  and y(t) 

are sketched in Figure 3.2.2. 

Figure 3.2.2 (a) Power density spectrum of x(t )  and y( t ) .  

(b) Autoconelation functions of x ( t )  and y(t). 

3.3 The DSISS IF-sampling Receiver 

The architecture of the DSlSS IF-sampling receiver is based on the concepts of 

PN-despreading, F, /4 -do\vnconversion. and the Nyquist Pulse for minimum ISI. 





The receiver employs the minimum sampling rate of 2 sampIes/chip and a simple digital 

structure to recover the transmitted information symbols from the sampled IF signal. The 

structure of the DS/SS IF-sampling receiver is shown in Figure 3.3.1. 

In Figure 3.3.1. the received RF signal. r(t),  is given as 
Jd 

r(t) = ~ ~ , . ~ ( r - n ~ . ) - c o s ( ? ~ f ~ t )  
m--O 

rZ: 

- C Yn g(t - nq.  ) - sin@@; t ) 
n m - 0  

+ ~ ( r  ) - cos(24; r ) 

- y ( t )  (3.3.1) 

This RF signal is first filtered by an ideal bandpass filter (BPF) in order to remove any 

out-of-band interference. Then the filtered signal is mixed with a Iocal oscillator, 

~cos[2wCf, - f ,  )t - a] .  where 1: is the RF carrier frequency and f ,  is the 

intermediate frequency. It is assumed that a perfect estimate of the carrier frequency is 

available in the receiver. However there exists an unknown phase offset between the 

received signal and the local oscillator. This phase offset is characterized by the constant 

phase 0 at the output of the local oscillator. After mixing. the resulting signal is filtered 

by an ideal lowpass filter (LPF) to remove the double-frequency components resulting 

from mixing. 



In order to perform F, 14 -downconversion, the intermediate frequency f ,  must 

satisfy the following condition: 

where n = 0,1,2 ... . Since a low intermediate frequency can ease the input bandwidth 

requirement of the sampler. the minimum intermediate frequency F,/4 is used. 

Therefore, the sampling frequency. F, . and the intermediate frequency f,,. can be 

expressed as 
-l 

The bandwidth of the ideal LPF must be large enough to pass the IF signal 

without any distortion. Therefore the frequency response of the ideal LPF is given as 

where W is the bandwidth of the IF signal. Depending on the bandwidth and carrier 

frequency of the IF signal. spcctni overlap can occur at both the input and output of the 

sampler. At the input of the sampler. spectral overlap occurs when f ,  +E > f, . For 
2 2 

example, the bandwidth of an IF signal is normally given as W = IIT, . If W = 2/T, 

(100% excess bandwidth) and f ;,. = F,. /4. then spectral overlap will occur at the input of 

the sampler. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3.7. 



Figure 33.2 (a) Hypothetical RF spectrum with 100% excess bandwidth. 

(b) Specvurn of the IF signal at the input of  the sampler ( f,, = 5). 
4 

To avoid spectral overlap, one could either choose a higher intermediate 

frequency or reduce the bandwidth of the IF signal. Spectral overlap can also happen 

during the sampling process as mentioned in Section 2.4. However, this type of spectral 

overlap only depends on the excess bandwidth of the IF signal. Unless the IF signal 

bandwidth is less than or equal to I/? . spectral overlap will always occurs during 

sampling. It is important to realize that tile spectral overlap in the IF-sampling receiver 

will be constructive if the shaping pitise is chosen properly as shown in Section 1.5. 

Whether spectral overlap occurs or not. the downconvened IF signal can always 

be represented as 



This signal is then sampled by a sampler with a sampling rate of  2 sarnples/chip (i.e. 
2 F' = -). The sampler is assumed to have an infinite resolution so that the quantization 

Tc  

error can be ignored. However the sampling timing error still exists without a 

synchronization circuit in the receiver. Thus the actual sampling time is given as 
T 

where f ,  represents the sampling timing error and is always in the range from -0.2ST 

to 0.25T,. that is. 

A positive value of t ,  corresponds to the sampling point off to the left; whereas a 

negative value of r, corresponds to the sampling point off to the right. By substituting 

Equation 3.3.4 and 3.3 -7 into Equation 3.3 -6. the sampled IF sequence r,F [n] is given as 



Without channel noise, sampling timing error, and phase offset. Equation 3.3.9 can be 

reduced to 

If the shaping pulse g ( r )  is properly designed such that 

then Equation 3.3.1 0 becomes 

Equation 3.3.12 represents the same concept as Equation 1.3.1.3 except that X, and Y, 

(in Equation 3.3.11) are chips. whereas id [n] and a [n] (in Equation 2.3.1.3) are 

symbols. As a result, I-, [m] contains interleaved I and Q chips with sign inversions 

introduced on some of the chips. Hence I-,,,. [m] can be rewritten as 

[m] = {x, .-yo .-.u, . 1; .V, - .-C - ......} (3.3.13) 

This result shows that this [F-sampling receiver can retrieve the I and Q chips from the 

analog IF signal directly which verifies the discussion in Section 2.3.1. The shaping 

pulse design for this IF-sampling receiver will be discussed later in this chapter. 



To obtain the I chips oL [m]. I-,~- [in] is multiplied by the sign conversion sequence 
# 

mz J I ~ ~ ~ [ ~  + :) and the resulting sequence is decimated by a factor of 2. Therefore the 

1 chip can be expressed as 

The Q chips b,[m] are obtained the same way except that the output sequence after 

multiplication is shifted to the left by one sample before decimation. Hence b,[m] is 

given as 

In the following discussion. the noise terms in Equation 3.3.14 and 3.3.15 are ignored 

since they only S e c t  the SNR of the system. The nature of the noise terms and the 

system SNR wi1I be discussed later in the chapter. Without channel noise. Equations 

3-3.14 and 3-3-13 become 



Equations 3.3.16 and 3.3.17 show that both recovered I and Q chips. a, [m] and b,[m]. 

contain the information about the transmitted 1 and Q chips. This phenomenon is called 

crosstalk. If the term - - n~ i 8 is zero. then crosnalk is eliminated in both a,[m] and 
T 

b,[m]. Therefore crosstalk is introduced by the sampling timing error t ,  and the phase 

offset 8. However this crosstalk can be removed by using the 4 4  -shifted-DQPSK 

detector as shown in Section 2.1.2. In order to apply the theory in Section 7.1.2. it 

requires a pair of I and Q symbols. Assuming the spreading and despreading are perkt,  

then the recovered I and Q symbols can be expressed as 

as [m] = :Cfllb [m] (3.3.18) 

6, [m] = ~lh. [m] (3.3.191 
r 

as shown in Section 2-22. .Also f i r  simplification, let I, = X, - g ( m ~ ,  -f, - n q )  
n t - a  

t 

and Q,,, = . g[mT t O.5T - r , ,  - nT ) . Therefore a complex symbol at m is 
n=-a 



{ ( m t d + ~ ) - e s i n ( - 7 + o ) }  = !Cf I ,  cos - - 
T. 

Equation 3.3.20 means the same as Equation 2.1.2.1 and the channel phase #= becomes 

-- md + 8 .  Consequently. the r/4-shifted-DQPSK detector removes the phase error 
Tc 

-- a' + 0 as shown in Section 2.1.2. In another word, any crosstak caused by a constant 
Ti- 

phase error in a receiver can be ignored if differential demodulation is used. Without 

crosstalk. Equations 3.3.1 6 and 3 -3.1 7 become 

Finally, a, [m] and 6. [m] are despread by the despreader and the output I and Q 

symbols, a, [n] and b, [n]. are formed b!: multiplying the outputs of the despreader by the 

gains, G, and G,, . respective[!. Mathematically, these processes can be expressed as  - 

Note that G, and G,, are used to remove any amplitude imbalance between the I and Q 

channeIs. The details of the despreading process is discussed later in the chapter. 



3.4 The Detector 

After the IF-sampling receiver. the I and Q symbol corresponding to the same 

time index n form a complex symbol. that is, 

S[FI = a, [id+ ib, [nl 

This complex symbol is passed to the n/4 -shifted-DQPSK detector as shown in Figure 

3.1. The detector extracts the information dibit from the complex symbol according to 

Figure 2.1.2.1 and completes the operation of the DS/SS IF-sampling system. 

3.5 Shaping Pulse Design 

The purpose of this section is to design a suitable shaping pulse for the 2 

samples/chip DS/SS IF-sampling system. A suitable shaping pulse should not introduce 

any IS1 and be able to handle the timing misalignment problem shown in Section 2.3.1 

when the sampling timing is perfect. The design procedures are similar to that of the 

Nyquist criterion [17, pp. 5431 and the generalized Nyquist criterion [3 11. During the 

design process, all distortions throughout the system are assumed to. be zero. This means 

that the sampling timing error, phase offset, and the channel noise are assumed to be 

zero: 

lJ =O. 6 = O  (3.5.1 ) 

.(t) = J!(r) = 0 (3 -5.3) for a11 t 



In the previous section. the recovered I and Q chips. a, [m] and b, [m], are 

described by Equations 3.3.20 and 3.3.11 respectively. By removing the sampling timing 

error t, , these two equations become 

Equations 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 contain two potential problems if the shaping pulse g(t) is not 

properly selected. Firstly. the terms. X, g[(m - nk. ] and Y, [(m - n + o.s)T], 
11 t m  nsm 

represent the IS1 in the I and Q channels respectively. To minimize ISI. these two terms 

must be minimized. Secondly. X, is scaled by g ( ~ )  but Y,, is scaled by g ( ~ . ~ ~ , ) .  If 

g ( ~ ) +  g(0.5~c) ,  then the timing misalignment between the I and Q samples causes the 

VQ amplitude imbalance as described in Section 2.3.1. To eliminate the IS1 and the UQ 

amplitude imbalance. the following two criterions must be satisfied: 

Note that Equations 3.5.5 and 3 5.6 impose different restrictions on the same shaping 

pulse &). In order to remove the IS1 and the V Q  amplitude imbalance problem on both 

the I and the Q channels. the shaping pulse must be able to simuItaneously satisfy both 

equations. Combining the two criterions, the overall restriction on the shaping puke is 

given as 



Equation 3.5.7 is the time domain zero IS1 and I/Q amplitude balance criterions for a 

coherent IF-sampling receiver with perfect sampling timing. Notice that Equation 3.5.7 

takes the same form as the conventional Nyquist criterion except that the sampling rate 

on g(t)  is 2/T. and two non-zero samples are required. This is mainly due to the fact 

that the I and Q chips are obtained at different time instants. 

The restriction of the shaping pulse g(t) can also be shown in frequency domain 

by taking the discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT) of Equation 3.5.7. In general, the 

DTFI' of ,g[n] is denoted as G~ I " )  and the transform is defined as 

Substituting g[n] from Equation 3 -5.7 in to Equation3.5.8 yields 

Applying the relationship between the normalized discrete-time frequency u; and the 

f continuous-time frequency f : a) = 2x-, and the relationship between Fv and T : 
z7 
& r  

2 
F, = -. Equation 3.5.9 reduces to 

T 

In general. the discrete-time Fourier transform. G . is related to the continuous- 

time Fourier transform. GV). by the sampling theorem as 



By combining Equation 3.5.10 and 3.5.1 1. the restriction on ~ ( f )  for the IF-sampling 

receiver can be obtained as 

- 
where F, = - Hz. Equation 3.5.12 is the frequency domain representation of the zero 

1. 

IS1 and VQ amplitude balance criterions for a coherent IF-sampling receiver with perfect 

sampling timing. The criterions imply that in order to avoid IS1 and YQ amplitude 

imbalance on both I and Q channels, the periodic replication of GO) must have a 

magnitude response of 

and a phase response of 

Notice that, except at the points of phase discontinuity, the phase response is a linear 

function of frequency. In terms of the bandwidth requirement for the shaping pulse g(t). 

Equation 3.5.13 implies that the minimum bandwidth is the frequency range of GO) and 

is equal to I/q . Both the time domain and frequency domain zero IS1 and I/Q amplitude 

bdance criterions are shown in Figure 3.5.1. 



Figure 35.1 (a) Time domain zero IS1 and UQ amplitude balance criterions. 

(b) Frequency domain zero IS 1 and VQ amplitude balance criterions. 

(Magnitude response only). 

To keep the transmission bandwidth as low as possible. the bandwidth of the 
3 

shaping puIse, W ,  is set to 2/T, . When W = F, =r, the frequency spectrum of g(t) is 
I, 



and the frequency aliasing is marginally avoided as shown in Figure 3.5.1(b). The 

magnitude response of G C ~ )  is shown in Figure 3.5.2. 

I;. 

Figure 3.5.2 Magnitude response of the shaping pulse g(t )  with W = 1/7 . 

Finally, the impulse response of the shaping pulse. ,g(t), can be obtained either 

from its samples, g[n],  by the Nyquist sampling theorem or by taking the inverse Fourier 

transform of ~ ( f )  In either case, the resu It is 

and g(t) is plotted in Figure 3.5.3. 



Figure 3.5.3 The impulse response of the shaping pulse g ( r )  with W = l/T, . 

Notice that this shaping pulse is the duobinary pulse as described in Section 2.5 

except that it has a 100% excess bandwidth. Thus this pulse can be viewed as a sum of 

two sinc pulses with a time offset of O.ST, .  

3.6 The Performance of the DS/SS IF-sampling receiver 

The DSISS IF-sampling receiver is designed for an analytical channel that is 

corrupted by IS1 and bandpass white noise. This receiver removes IS1 effectively during 

the despreading process which wi1I be shown clearly in this section. The bandpass white 

noise in the I and Q channels is characterized by the last two terms in Equations 3.3.14 

and 3.3.15. This section discusses [fie effect of the bandpass white noise in the IF- 



sampling receiver. The performance of the receiver is demonstrated through simulation 

[30]. The simulation setup and results ;m also included in this section. 

3.6.1 Despreading 

To demonstrate the despreading process, crosstalk and noise in Equations 3.3.14 

and 3.1.15 are ignored. Therefore the received I and Q chip sequences are described by 

Equations 3.3.1 1 and 3.3.22 as 

where X, and Y, are given by Equations 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 as 

The shaping pulse g(t) is the duobinary pulse with 100% excess bandwidth as described 

in the previous section. As mentioned previousiy, the duobinary pulse is the sum of two 

sinc pulses with a time offset of 0.5T. According to Section 2.5. the tails of the two sinc 

pulses tend to cancel each other out. Therefore, the tails of the duobinary pulse can be 

assumed to be negligible. ConsequentIy, the shaping pulse will be tnmcated in order to 

simplify the analysis. After the truncation the shaping pulse is given as 



In general. the recovered I and Q symbols can be represented by Equation 3.3.23 and 

The values of G, andGQ depend on the timing error t, and the results are presented in 

three cases: ( I ) r ,  = 0. (2) 0 < f, 5 0.25T, and (3) - 0.25 S td < 0. 

Case I: r ,  = O  

If t ,  = 0 (i.e. no sampling timing error). the I and Q chip sequences become 

In both Equations 3.6.1.8 and 3.6.1.9. the shaping pulses are non-zero if and only if 

n = m according to Equation 3.6.1 -5. Therefore Equations 3.6.1.8 and 3.6.1.9 can be 

simplified to 



Note that there is no IS1 in either channel if the sampling timing is perfect. By 

substituting Equations 3.6.1 -3 and 3.6.1.10 into Equation 3.6.1.6, the recovered I symbols 

can be expressed as 

According to Section 2.2.2. Equation 3.6.1.12 can be simplified to 

Using the same method, the recovered Q symbol is given as 

b, [n]= G~ -M -Q,, (3.6.1.14) 

Since the I and Q symbols have the same gain factor, G, and GI! should be unity in this 

case. 

Case 2: 0 < t ,  < 0.25T, 

If 0 c t ,  10.25T.. the I chip sequence (Equation 3.6.1.1) is non-zero when n = m 

and n = m - I .  Therefore the I chip sequence is reduced to 

a,[-]= x, -g(-t,)+x,* - g ( ~ .  - t d )  (3.6.1.15) 

The Q chip sequence (Equation 3.6.1.2) is non-zero if and only if n = m . Therefore the 

Q chip sequence is reduced to 

6, [m] = Y, (0.51: - td ) (3.6.1.16) 

The vaIues of g(-t,,), g ( ~  -t,) and ,q(0.5~, -t,) are listed in Table 3.6.1.1. 



Table 3.6.1.1 Table of the tap weights for 0 < t ,  1 0.25T,. 

Equation 3.6.1.15 and 3.6.1.16 show that the presence of the sampling timing error 

( 0 < t, 1 0.25T, ) introduces an IS1 t e n .  X,, g ( ~  - t, ). in the I chip sequence which 

IS 1 term is caused by the previous chip. By substituting Equation 3.6.1.3 and 3.6.1.15 

into Equation 3.6.6. the recovered I symbols can be expressed as 

u R 

Since Barker code is used in this system. the term &[m- 1 - k . ] -  p [ r n - n ~ ]  is 

always either + I or - I .  As a. result, the recovered I symbols can be simplified to 

Since M >> l and g ( - t , )L  g(q - tJ ). the second term in Equation 3.6. I .  18 is 

comparatively smdI and thus 



In other words, the IS1 term is removed during the despreading process. For the Q 

channel, the recovered symbols can be obtained by substituting Equations 3.6.1.4 and 

3.6.1.16 into 3.6.1.7 resulting in 

In this case, the gain factors for the I and Q channels. G, and Go , should be set to 

and 

in order to remove the amplitude imbalance between the I and Q channels. 

Case 3: - 0.257. l t, c 0 

If - 0.25c I t ,  < 0, the I chip sequence (Equation 3.6.1.1) is non-zero if and 

only if n = rn and thus the I chip sequence is reduced to 

a, [ml= x ,  g(-h ) 

However the Q chip sequence (Equation 3.6.1.2) is non-zero when either n = m  or 

n = m + I . Therefore the Q chip sequence is reduced to 

6, [m]= Y, * g ( ~ . 5 ~ .  - t d ) +  Y , ~ ,  - g(-0.51, - t , )  (3 -6. I -24) 

The values of g(-t,),  g(0.5q - r, ) and g(- 0 . 5 ~ ~  - r, ) are listed in TabIe 3.6.1.2. 



Table 3.6.1.2 Table of the tap weights for -0.25 S t,, 5 0 .  

Equations 3.6.1.23 and 3.6.1.24 show that the presence of the sampling timing error 

(-0.25 S t ,  c 0) introduces an IS1 term, Y,,, -g(-0.5q. - t ' ,) ,  in the Q chip sequence 

ti 

0 

-0.107 

-0.15T, 

and the IS1 term is caused by the future chip. By substituting Equation 3.6.1.3 and 

(- 0.5c - t ,  ) 

0 

0.13 

0.2 I6 

0.3 15 

0.424 

g(-% 

1 .o 

1-17 

1.23 

3.6.123 into Equation 3+6.6, the recovered I symbols can be expressed as 

g(~.5q. - t', ) 

1 -0 

0.78 

0.66 

0.54 

0.424 

For the Q channel, the recovered symbols can be obtained by substituting Equations 

- 0.20T, 

- 0.257. 

3.6.1.3 and 3.6.1.24 into 3.6. t -7 and the result is 

1.26 

1.27 

at=- it- 



Since A4 >> I and g(~.57. - t, ) 5 g(- 0.57 - t ,  ), the second term in Equation 3.6.1.26 

is negligible and thus 

b, [n]= G~ - g ( 0 . 5 ~ .  - t ,  )- M . Q,, (3 -6.1 -27) 

As a result, IS1 is successfully removed from the Q channel. Finally G, and Gp . should 

be set to 
I 

G, =- 
g ( k t d )  

and 

in order to remove the amplitude imbalance between the I and Q channels. 

In the above discussion, it shows that the I and Q symbols experience different IS1 

(asymmetric ISI) in this system. The asymmetric IS1 is caused by two kinds of 

impairments. The first impairment is the sampling timing error that is typical of all 

digitaI communication systems. The second impairment is  the timing misalignment 

problem as mentioned in Section 2.3.1. This is a unique problem to this IF-sampling 

receiver. Consequently, the IF-sampling system needs to perform PN 

spreadingdespreading in order to remove the asymmetric ISI. 



3.6.2 The Effect of Bandpass White Noise on the DSISS 
IF-sampling Receiver 

This section studies the propagation of the bandpass white noise through the IF- 

sampling receiver. It is assumed that the bandpass white noise has the same bandwidth as 

the information signal. Any out-of-band noise is filtered out by the front-end bandpass 

filter shown in Figure 3.3.1. The received bandpass white noise in the I and Q channels 

can be extracted from Equations 3.3.14 and 3.3.15 as 
f \ 

and 

- [m] =.r(mr.+0.5T-r,)-sin 
'4 

+ y(mq + 0.5q - t, )- cos [-y+e) 
respectively. To study the effect of these noise terms, their statistical properties namely 

mean, autocorrelation function, power density function, average power, cross-correlation 

function, and probability density function are investigated in this section. During the 

investigation. both td and 6 are treated as deterministic quantities. 



The statistical mean of 4 [m] and z,  [m] are given as 

E{Z, [ml) = E{X(~IT, - t ,  )}* cos (-?+B) 

and 

~ k .  [MI/ = ~{~(nlq. i O . S ~  - t,, )} sin(- + 01 
+ E C V ( ~ T ,  + 0.5~ - t ,  ))- cos (3.6.2.4) 

where E{ } is the expectation operator. Since both x(t) and y( t )  have zero means 

(Equation 3.2.5). it follows that z, [m] and z, [m] also have zero means for all time, that is 

E{Z~ [m&= E(Z, [mu= 0 for all m (3.6.2.5) 

The autocone1ation of z, [nt] and 2, [m] are defined as 

4.. -, -, [m:m-k]=  E { z , [ ~ ] . z , [ ~ - ~ D  (3.6.2.6) 

and 

9- Y -* - [m;m -k]= E ( z , [ ~ ] - z , [ ~  - k t  

By substituting Equation 3.6.2. l into Equation 3.6.2.6, the autocorrelation of zt [m] is 

expanded as 

[m;rn-k] = x ( r n ~ .  - t , ) - x ( m ~ ,  -kc -t,)-cos' 
%-I 



Since the cross-comelation between ~ ( t )  and ).(t) is zero for all time shift (Equation 

3.2.8). #. -.-I . [m;m - k] can be simplified as 

Also due to the fact that g, (r) = #,, (r) = No - sin (.\VZ ) 
(Equation 3.2.6 and 3.2.7), the 

m 

final expression for #,, [m:m - k] is 

The ~utocorrelation function of z, [m] can be obtained by repeating the above procedure 

for the autoconelation function of z, b ~ t ]  and the result is 

Equations 3.6.2.10 and 3.6.2.1 1 show that z, [m] and z, [m] have the same 

autocorrelation function and their autocorrelation depend only on the difference of the 

two time indices. This suggests that both z,[m] and z,[m] are wide-sense stationary 

random processes. In addition. Equations 3.2.6 and 3.6.2.10 indicate that 4.. [k] is a -.-., 

sampled version of 6, (2) with a sampling rate of I/<. . This implies that the noise 

processes z,[m] and z,[m] can be white or non-white processes depending on the 

bandwidth of the shaping pulse. With a 100% excess bandwidth duobinary pulse, the 

total bandpass bandwidth, W . is 



Therefore the autocorrelation functions, 4, (1 ) and 4, (Z ) , become 

sin R--- 

@,(d=@,., (?)=NO 

[ ; 
(3.6.2.1 3) 

m 
With a sampling rate of 1/K . the autocorrelation functions, @. -# -+ . El and @. - [k]. are 

-u-q 

The relationship between Equation 3.6.2.13 and 3.6.2.14 is shown in Figure 3.6.2.1. 

Figure 3.6.2.1 Relationship between (d, (t ), 4, (Z ) , 4.. -r -r [k], and 4. . [k] for 100% 
-9-Y 

excess bandwidth duobinary pulse. 

Since #.- [k] and #. . [k] are equal to a scaled discrete-time delta function, both z, [m] 
-I- Y 7  

and , [m] are white random processes. 



In the frequency domain, the power density spectra of x ( r )  and y(t) are given as 

1 0, othenvise 

By periodically replicating Q,Cf) with a period of I/T. and multiplying the spectrum 

by W = 217. , the power density spectra of q [m] and z, [m] are obtained as 

All of these four power density spectra are shown in Figure 3.6.2.2. 

Figure 3.6.2.2 (a) Power density spectra of x(t)  and y(t). 

(b) Power density spectra of zi [m] and r, [m]. 

( 100% excess bandwidth duobinary pulse) 



The flat frequency spectrum for @ -.-. - - (e f%T ) and a. . ( P " ~  ) further proves that ;, [nl] 
'U'O 

and z, [m] are white processes. 

The total average power of a continuous-time random process is equal to its 

autocorrelation function evaluated at zero time shift, Therefore. 

Total Average Power of x(t ) = @ , (Z = 0) = No W (3 , 621  7) 

and 

Total Average Power of p(t) = 4 ,, (z = 0) = NOW (3.6.2.18) 

For a discrete-time random process. the total average power is also equal to its 

autocorrelation function evaluated at zero time shift. Therefore, 

Total Avenge Power of zi [m] = #:,, [k = o]= NOW (3.6.2.19) 

and 

Total Average Power of z, (t) = 4. . [k = 01 = NOW 
'Y'Y 

(3.6.2.20) 

Notice that the two discrete-time noise sequences. z,[m] and :, [m], have the same 

average power as the two continuous-time lowpass noise processes. x( t )  and p(t). As a 

result, as the bandpass noise propagates through the IF-sampling receiver, the noise is 

neither reduced nor enhanced. In other word, the noise power propagates through the IF- 

sampling receiver without modification. 

The cross-correlation function between ; [m] and q, [m] is defined as 

By substituting Equations 3.6.2.1 and 3.6.2.2 into Equation 3.6.2.2 1, the cross-correlation 

between zi [m] and z, [m] is given as 



x(mq - t ,  )- y ( m ~  - k7;. + 0.51;. - t ,  )* cos' 

v(mc. - t ,  )- x(mq. - kT, + O.ST, - t ,  )- sin ' [- s + 0]} 

(3.6.2.22) 

Since g,,, (z)= 0 (Equation 3.2.9). the middle two terms are equal to zero. Also since 

#,(r)=#,.,.(t). the first term cancels out the last term. As a result. the cross-correlation 

between :, [m] and i, [m] is always zero for all time shifts. that is, 

#.., -. - [ m : m - k ] = @ . .  --q [ k ] = 0  for all k (3.6.2.23) 

The last statistical quantity being studied is the probability density functions of 

,-, Ln] and :, [m] . Due to the fact that both z, [m] and :, [m] are linear combinations of 

two uncorrelated Gaussian processes, it folIows that ti [m] and z,[m] are also Gaussian 

processes [ 17, pp.4 1 1. 

3.6.3 Simulation Setup and Results 

In general. the reliability of z digital communication system is measured by its 

probability of bit error. To show the performance of the DS/SS IF-sampling system. with 



the presence of sampling error and bandpass white noise, a bit-error-rate (BER) graph is 

generated from the simulation in [30]. During the simulation. a random number 

generator is used to generate the information bits and the information bits are obtained by 

the following rule: a bit is 0 if the uniform random deviate is from 0 (exclusive) to 0.5 

(inclusive); while it is I if the uniform random deviate is from 0.5 (exclusive) to 1.0 

(exclusive). 

The shaping pulse being simulated is the 100% excess bandwidth duobinary pulse 

with duration of 98 chips. that is, 
0.25~: * sin (2nt/T,) I .- - 497. 5 t s 49T. 

m(0.51, -t)  K' 
0, othenvise 

With this long duration. nearly all IS1 introduced by the tails of the duobinary pulse are 

taken into account. Notice that an extra scaling factor is added in the definition of g( t ) .  

As will be shown later, this scaling factor is used to make the SNR independent of the 

chip duntion I;. . Since g(t)  is a truncated duobinary pulse with a long duntion, the 

Fourier transform of g(t)  can be approximated as 

I 0. othenvise 

By applying the Paneval's Theorem into the definition of energy of g(t), 

the energy of g( t )  in found to be, 



Referring to Section 3. I ,  the transmitted signal s(t)  is give as 

where 

It can be shown that the lowpass equivalent signal v(r ) is a cyclostationary process with 

an average power density spectrum given by 

Since the total average power of s( t )  is the total area under Cf) and 

then 

Average power of s(t) = r a ,  (f)df - 

Due to the fact that the complex chips X, + jY,, are obtained from n/4 -shifted-DQPSK 

symbols. the expectation term in Equation 3.6.3.9 becomes 

E{x,, + j ~ n 1 2 ) =  EO)= 1 (3.6.3 -9) 



By substituting Equation 3.6.3.4 and 3.6.3.9 into Equation 3.6.3.8. the average power for 

s(t)  becomes 
1 I 

Average power of s(t) = - - (I). (I) = - 
2T, 2q. 

The SNR for a communication system is defined as 
Average power of transmitted bandpass signal 

SNR = 
Average power of in -band bandpass noise 

As mentioned in Section 3.6.2. average power for the in-band bandpass noise 

sequences, zi [m] and ; [m]. are 

By substituting Equations 3.6.3.10 and 3.6.3.12 into Equation 3.6.3.1 I ,  the SNR for this 

system is found to be 

Equivalently the SNR expressed in decibel (dB) is 

SNR = 10-log,, - 
( 4 k  ) 

Sootice that the SNR is independent of the chip rate with the e x t n  scaling term in the 

shaping pulse (Equation 3.6.3.1 ) and therefore the chip period is arbitrarily chosen to be I 

in the simulation. 



md In addition, the phase error, - - + 8 .  in the system is ignored throughout the 
Tc 

simulation. This is because the phase error does not affect the system performance of the 

DQPSK detector as demonstrated in Section 3.3. 

The simulation is performed for timing error t, = 0.0. IT,. 0.151,. 0.2T.. 0.25T, 

and the results are shown in Figure 3.6.3.1. For t ,  equal to 0. the bandpass white noise is 

the only distortion degrading the system performance. When t, is not zero, the system 

suffers from both timing error and noise. Therefore the bit error curve for t ,  = 0 is used 

as a reference in our investigation. At a bit error rate of 10". the DSlSS system suffers 

about I dB loss for t ,  =O.fc. As t, increases to its worst value of 0.251,. the 

degradation is 7 dB. The performance degradation mainly comes from three sources: ( I )  

the residual ISI, (2) the discard of signal power in the delayed path and (3) gain 

imbalance between the two noise sequences. Since the autocorrelation of the Barker 

sequence is not exactly zero for non-zero time shift (Table 2.2.3.1). the interfering paths 

are suppressed but not compIetely removed. Therefore a residual amount of IS1 still 

exists at the output of the despreader which degrades the performance. Another factor is 

the discard of signal power in the delayed path. Instead of using the signal power from 

the delayed path. the despreader simply suppresses or discards it to alleviate IS[. As a 

result, the power canied by the delayed path signal is not recovered. In addition, the 

bandpass noise sequences, t, [m] and zq [m], are also multiplied by G, and G, 

respectively. UnIess the two gains are exactly the same, gain imbalance is introduced on 

the two noise sequences that also degrades the system performance. 



- timing error,td = O.OOT, x timing error,td = 0. 10Tc 
0 timing error.td = 0. IST, * timing error,t, = 0.20Tc 
+ timing error,td = 0.25Tc 

. 

Figure 3.6.3.1 Simulated performance of the DS/SS IF-sampling system (from [30]). 

Although the DS/SS IF-sampling system still suffers degradation from timing 

error, the system performance does not display an error floor. Even with the worst case 

timing error td = 0.151,. the bit error curve stilI has a waterfall shape which means that 



the system recovers almost all the transmitted information bits perfectly when the noise is 

negligible. 

3.7 Consideration for System Implementation 

In [30], the transmitter is a standard DS/SS digital transmitter which can be used 

in any DS/SS system. Therefore cost and complexity is not an issue. The receiver. 

however, is unique to IF-sampling system. Basically, its IF-stage can be implemented 

with an ADC. a despreader and two variable gains as shown in Figure 3.7.1. 

Despreader 

Figure 3.7.1 IF-stage of the DS/SS IF-sampIing receiver. 

The cost and complexity of the ADC depend on its precision and sampling nte. This is  

common to all digital receivers. The despreader performs despreading, sign conversion 

and decimation. All these operation can be carried out by digital components such as 

adders, subtracten and logic gates. Therefore the cost and complexity of the despreader 

is limited. However, the variable gains, G, and Gp. are costly to impIement. These 

gains require multiplication. Iookup table and training. Multipliers are the most 



expensive digital component. They are complex and must be fast. The lookup table 

requires memory and the training takes time. As a result. the receiver cost and 

complexity increases dramatically with the presence of the two variable gains. G, and 

G, . Consequently, G, and Gp are not acceptable for a low cost implementation of the 

IF-sampling system. 

3.8 Summary 

This chapter contains a detailed analysis of the DS/SS IF-sampling system in [30] 

with a sampling rate of 2 sampleslchip. Throughout the analysis. we showed that the 

presence of a sampling timing error causes asymmetric IS[ and amplitude imbalance 

problem between the I and Q channels. We also showed that the DS/SS IF-sampling 

receiver is capable of handling these problems. The BER graph (Figure 3.6.3.1). 

generated by the simulation, showed that the difference between the wont case sampling 

timing error ( t ,  = 0.25T,) and the best case sampling timing error ( t ,  = 0 )  was about 7 

dB. 

To implement the system, all components must be common and easy to build. To 

save cost the two variabIe gains, G, and GQ must be eliminated. 



Chapter 4 The Proposed DSISS IF-sampling System 

In the previous chapter, we showed the architecture and the performance analysis 

of DS/SS IF-sampling system according to 1301. Although such a system is relatively 

simpler than conventional IF-sampling systems, its complexity is still high due to two 

variable gains. G, and GQ, at the receiver back end (Figure 3.3.1). The goal of the 

purposed DS/SS IF-sampling system is to find an alternative way to achieve a acceptable 

performance without the two variable gains. G, and Gp. This chapter starts with a 

discussion regarding removing G, and Gp . Then it presents a performance analysis for 

the proposed DS/SS IF-sampling system with a bandpass white Gaussian channel. 

Finally. it ends with a brief summary. 

4.1 Removing GI and GQ 

In Section 3.6.1. we showed that G, and Gp are used to remove the amplitude 

imbalance between the received I and Q symbols in the presence of sampling timing 

error. We also showed that the values of G, and GQ depend on the sampling timing 

error td and the shaping pulse g(t), that is, 



where 

- 0.25Tc S t ,  S 0.251, . 
If the difference between g(-t,)  and g ( 0 . 5 ~ .  - td ) is small, then G, and Gp can be 

ignored. Otherwise, G, and GQ must be used in order to maintain the system 

performance. In [30]. the shaping pulse g(t)  (Equation 3.5.16) is a duobinary pulse with 

100% excess bandwidth. Using this pulse, the variations between g(-t,)  and 

g ( 0 . 5 ~  - t ,  ) (Table 3.6.1.1 and 3.6.1.1) are too large especially when Itd 1 = O.25T, . 

Therefore. the system in [30] will experience a performance degradation if G, and G, 

are not used. In other words. the shaping pulse must be reselected in order to remove G, 

and G, . 

To select the shaping pulse, S(t), for the proposed DS/SS IF-sampling system, 

the main goal is to reduce the variations between g(-t,)  and g(0.51;. - t , )  when a 

limited bandwidth is used. This can be achieved only if the new pulse has a wider pulse 

width. However. a wider pulse width normally introduces more ISI, which means that 

the receiver has to spend more effort to fight such an ISL As a result, the pulse width 

should be kept to a minimum but wide enough to keep the variations between g(-t,) 

and g(0 .5~ - t ,  ) reasonably small. To satisfy all the requirements for the shaping pulse, 

a time-shifted version of the duobinary pulse is used in the proposed DSlSS IF-smpIing 

system and the equation of the pulse is 



c2 - sin [ ~ ( t  + 0.25T. )IT, ] 
'(')= r(t + 0.257. )- [7, - (r + 0 .25~ .  )] 

The frequency spectrum of g(t) is 

The impulse and frequency response of g(t) are plotted in Figure 4.1.1 and 4.1.1 

respectively. 

Figure 4.1.1 

-4T, -3T -2T -T 21, 31: 

Impulse response of the time-shifted duobinary pulse g(t). 



Figure 4.1.2 Frequency response of the time-shifted duobinary pulse (t ). 

Table 4.1.1 AmpIitude variations of  the rime-shifted duobinary pulse g(t). 



Comparing the impulse responses shown in Figure 3.5.4 and Figure 4.1. I ,  the result 

shows that the amplitude variation between t = -0.25T, and t = 0.25T, is less significant 

for the time-shifted duobinary pulse. This result is shown more clearly in Table 4.1.1. 

4.2 Performance Analysis for the Bandpass White 
Gaussian Channel 

The architecture of the proposed DSlSS IF-sampling system is identical to the 

system in [30] except for the receiver. In the proposed receiver. the variable gains. G, 

and Go. are eiiminated as shown in Figure 4.2.1. In this section, the performance 

analysis is carried out the same way as in Section 3.6. Firstly. the section begins with the 

analysis of IS1 suppression during the despreading process. Then it discusses the effect 

of the bandpass white noise in the proposed IF-sampling receiver. Finally, this section 

shows the simulation setup and results for the proposed IF-sampling system. 





4.2.1 Despreading 

Since the proposed receiver is identical to the receiver in [30] up to the 

despreader. most of the equations in Section 3.6.1 can be reused. Therefore the received I 

and Q chip sequences are 

where 

The shaping pulse g(t) is a time-shifted version of the duobinary pulse with truncated 

tails and the impulse response of g(t) is 

After despreading. the recovered I and Q symbol sequences are obtained as 

Recall that the system in [30] does not suffer from IS1 when t,, = 0 . However IS1 always 

exists in the proposed system independent of the value of t, as shown in Figure 4.2.3. 

This is because the shaping pulse in the proposed system has a much wider pulse width. 



Figure 4.2.2 (a) IS1 in the received inphase chip sequence. 

(b) IS1 in the received quadrature chip sequence. 



As shown in Figure 4.2.2. the I and Q chip sequences (Equation 4.2.1.1 and 

4.2.1.2) are non-zero only when n = nz . n = nz - 1 , and n = m + 1 . Therefore the I and Q 

chip sequences are reduced to 

n,[iI  = x , , . g ( - t , )  

+ X,-, * g ( ~ .  - t ~  ) 

+ X,,, g(- T,  -f, 

b,[m] =Ym - g ( ~ . 5 ~  - t , )  

+ Ym-, - g(l .ST. - t ,  ) 
+ Ym+, * g ( - ~ * ~ q .  - f d  ) 

Substituting Equation 4.2.1.3 and 4.2.1.8 into Equation 4.2.1.6. the recovered I symbol is 

given as 

Similarly, the recovered Q symbol is obtained by substituting Equation 4.2.1.1 and 

4.2.1.9 into Equation 4.2.1.7 and the result is 



As a result. the effect of IS1 is successfully removed from both I and Q symbols after 

despreading. Note that the I and Q symbols still experience different gains in the receiver 

since g(- t ,  ) t g(0.5~. -t, ). However the difference between g(- t ,  ) and 

g ( 0 . 5 ~  - t, ) (Table 4.1.1) is small enough to be ignored. Hence the performance of the 

proposed system will not be affected without the gain correction factors. G, and GQ . 

4.2.2 The Effect of Bandpass White Noise in the Proposed 
Receiver 

Similar to Section 3.6.2. the received I and Q bandpass white noise is 

:, [m] = x(mq - t, ). cos (-?+.) 



and 

- [n~] = x(mq. + 0 . 5 ~  - r ,  )- sin --v 

+ ? ( ~ n y  + 0.5T - t, ). cos - - [ 7 +el  
respectively. According to Section 3.2. the mean of x(t) and y(t) are 

and the autocorrelation of x(t)  and y( t )  are 

According to Section 3.6.2, the mean of 4 [m] and r, [m] are 

E { Z , [ ~ ~ ) = E { : , [ ~ & O  forallrn 

and the autocorrelation of z, [m] and z,,[m] are 

Note that Equations -1.2.2.4 and 4.2.2.6 imply that 4.. -+-. [k] is a sampled version of 4, (1) 

with a sampling rate of I/q. and the same relationship applies to #. . [k] and $, (t ). In 
-v-* 

addition. Section 3.6.2 also shows that the crosscornlation between z, [m] and z,  [m] is 

zero and the total average power of z, [m] and z, [m] are 

Total Avenge Power of z, [m] = @. -. -+ . [k = 01 = No W (4.2.2.7) 

Total Avenge Power of z, ( t )  = #. . [k = 01 = No W 
-v-Y 

(422.8) 



Since the proposed system uses the time-shifted duobinary pulse (Equation 4.1.4), 

the bandwidth of the system is W = 1/7;. . Therefore Equation 4.2.2.4 becomes 

and Equation 4.2.2.6 becomes 

The relationship between Equation 4.2.2.9 and 4.2.2.10 is shown in Figure 4.2.2.1. 

Figure 4-2-2-1 Relationship between #, (2). ) ,, (t ) . @. -,-I [k]. and #. . [k] for the time- 
-'I-v 

shifted duobinary pulse. 



In the frequency domain, the power density spectra of x(t)  and y(t) change to 

with the new shaping pulse. By periodically replicating cD ,,C/) with a period of I/?. 
and multiplying the spectrum by W = I/T . the power density spectra of zi [m] and z, [m] 

are obtained as 

All of these four power density spectra are shown in Figure 4.2.2.2. 

(a) at, W=@!!v) 

Figure 4.2.2.2 (a) Power density spectra of x(t) and y ( t ) .  

(b) Power density spectra of zi [m] and t, [m]. 

(Time-shifted duobinary pulse) 



Since @, . [k] is a scaled discrete-time delta function and 9.. ) has a flat * -8 -1 -* 

frequency spectrum. ;, [m] is a white Gaussian random process. Since ). . [k]= $. . [k] 
-v-q -# -. 

and @ . . (e J ' ~ T  ) = Q.. ). Z, [n~] is also a white Gaussian random process. As o 
-Y "Y - r l  

result, the effect of the bandpass noise is the same in both the proposed and the receiver 

in [30]. 

4.2.3 Simulation Setup and Results 

To verify the performance of the proposed DS/SS IF-sampling system, in the 

presence of sampling error and bandpass white noise, a Matlab simulation program is 

used to generate bit-error-rate (BER) curves. In the simulation program. the Matlab 

function 'nndn' is used to generate the information bits and the information bits are 

obtained the same way as in the simulation in 1301 (Section 3.6.3). 

The shaping pulse used in the simulation is the time-shifted duobinary pulse. As 

shown in Section 4.1.1. the ISI. caused by the main lobe of the shaping pulse. is 

insignificant. Therefore the IS1 caused by the tails of the shaping pulse is negligible. As 

a result. the simulation program uses the time-shifted duobinary pulse with truncated 

taiIs, that is. 



(4.2.3-1 ) 

Similar to Section 3.6.3. an extra scaling factor is added to the definition of &). In this 

case, the scaling factor serves two purposes. The f i s t  purpose is to make the SNR 

independent of the chip duration q.. The second purpose is to make the SNR the same as 

the system in [30]. In this way, the simulation results in [30] can be used as a reference. 

To perform the SNR calculation, the Fourier transform of g(t)  i s  approximated as 

0, otherwise 

By appI yiog Panevat's Theorem into the definition of energy of g(t) .  

the energy of g(r)  is found to be. 

In Section 3.6.3, the average power of the transmitted signal, s(t). is found to be 
I 

Average power of r(t) = - - E{X. + j ~ ,  1') r I ~ ( f ] ' d f  
21, -Q 

where E{X, + j ~ ,  1' )= 1. By substituting Equation 4.2.3.4 into Equation 4.2.3.5, the 

average power of the transmitted signal becomes 



1 
Average power of s(t)  = -- (I) 

2T, 

Using Equations 3.6.3.1 1,4.2.3.6 and 4.2.2.12, the SNR of the system is obtained as 

Equivalently the SNR expressed in decibel (dB) is 

The simulation results are shown in Figure 4.2.3.1. Comparing the ideal 

performance of the proposed DS/SS IF-sampling system (square pulse) and the DS/SS 

IF-sampling system in [30] ( t ,  = 0-OOT.), it seems that the proposed DS/SS IF-sampling 

system outperforms the system in 1301 by approximately 1.5 dB. This means that one of 

us has made a mistake in our simulations. However the fact is that we are using a 

different random number generator in our simulations. Thus our results could vary 

slightly depending on the different performances of the random number generators that 

we used in our simulations. In this case. the performance of our systems can be 

compared by the SNR difference between the best case curve and the wont case curve at 

a low bit error rate ( = 10" ). This way. the system with a smaller SNR difference. which 

means that it is Iess sensitive to the timing error. will be a better system. 



- ideal square pulse A timing error. t ,  = O.OOT. 

x timing error. t ,  = 0. I OT, 0 timing error, td = 0.15T. 
* timing error. t ,  = 0.20T, + timing error, t, = 0.25T. 

Figure 4.2.3.1 Simulated performance of the proposed DSISS IF-sampling system. 

Unlike the system in 1301, the proposed system suffers from residual IS1 even 

when r, = O.OOT,. However the performance degradation from t,, = 0.001, to 

r, = 0.151; is reduced to approximately 2 dB and the overall performance degradation 

from the ideal curve to td = 0.25?. is reduced to approximately 4 dB. As a result. the 

proposed system outperforms the system in [30] by approximately 3 dB. This further 



proves that the performance of the 2 samples/symbol DSISS IF-sampling system is more 

sensitive to the distortion caused by the I/Q amplitude imbalance than by the residual ISI. 

4.3 Summary 

To reduce the implementation complexity and improve the performance of the 2 

samp~es/syrnbol DSISS IF-sampling system in [30]. the proposed system uses the time- 

shifted duobinary pulse as its shaping pulse. Using this new shaping pulse. the VQ 

amplitude imbalance is greatly reduced but the residua1 IS1 is increased. Despite the 

increase of the residual ISI, the simulation results show that the proposed system has 

approximately 3 dB performance improvement over the system in (301. This further 

verifies that the UQ amplitude imbalance is the major source of the performance 

degradation of the 2 samplesIsymbo1 DSISS IF-sampling system. 



Chapter 5 Implementation of the Proposed DSISS IF- 
sampling Receiver 

To implement the proposed receiver (not including the RF front end), dedicated 

hardware is necessary to perform the task of despreading. data synchronization and 

decoding. For many similar applications. a digital signal processing (DSP) 

microprocessor based system is used for implementation. With all the effort spent in 

Chapter 4 to simplify the receiver structure. it makes sense to implement the proposed 

receiver with discrete logic components which is a cheaper solution. 

rd4-shifted 
DQPSK 

ADC Anreader Decoder Output 
!,4 &D I I n  I &, u L 

BO I : BitO , 
Threshold18 

i T  \ 
Bit I 

Ill 
BI - 

EN InEN ,!EN OE O E S  

I 

I 

I 

I I 

I 
I 

Clock 1 4 

*> CL 
7- 

Reset 

I Clock - CL I 
1 

ADC Output- Output of the Analog-to-Digital Isy, - Synchronized inphase symbol 
converter Qsync - Synchronized quadrature symbol 

Threshold - UQ magnitude threshold InEN- Symbol ready signal 
Clock - Master clock signal Bit0 - Inphase bit 
Reset - Master reset signal Bit I - Quadrature bit 

OEN - Bit ready signal 

Figure 5.1 The block diagram of the proposed receiver. 



The proposed receiver consists of two functional blocks: a despreader and a n/4 shifted 

DQPSK decoder. The block diagram of the proposed receiver is shown in Figure 5.1. In 

the following sections. the details of each functional block are given. To test the receiver 

functionality, a software tool called Logsim is used to simulate the receiver. The 

description of this tool can be found in Appendix A. 

5.1 The Proposed Receiver 

The function of the proposed receiver is to extract the information bits from the 

ADC output samples (Cbit) given an input VQ magnitude threshold @-bit). The 

proposed receiver is divided into two parts: the despreader and the 1214-shifted DQPSK 

decoder. The details about the despreader and the n/4 -shifted DQPSK decoder are 

given in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 

5.2 The Despreader 

The despreader, as shown in Figure 5.2. I ,  consists of two major functional blocks: 

a despreading unit and a synchronization controller. It will take Cbit samples from the 

ADC and an 8-bit VQ magnitude threshoid to reconstruct synchronized I7Q symbols 

(I,, and Q,,) dong with a symbol ready signal ( InEN ). The detaik about the 

despreading unit and the synchronization controller are given in Section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. 
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Figure 5.2.1 The block diagram of the despreader. 

5.2.1 The Despreading Unit 

The despreading unit was originally designed by Titus Mathews from the 

University of Calgary. It is designed for a 2 saxnplesfsymbol DS/SS baseband sampling 

system with a tested data speed as high as 27MHz 1321. It is modified to fit the 2 

sampIeslsymbo1 DS/SS IF-sampling system; however, its basic concepts remain the 

same. The primary function of the despreading unit is to reconstruct VQ symbols ( I,, and 





Q,, ) from the ADC output samples (PN despreading process). The secondary function of 

the despreading unit is to estimate the magnitude of a pair of VQ symbols (Mag ). In 

addition, it is also required to compare the output magnitude to a magnitude threshold 

( Thres ) in order to assert the hit signal ( Hit ) when the output magnitude is greater than 

the magnitude threshold. Therefore the hit signal simply indicates that the signal strength 

is strong enough at that time instance. Consequently, each hit signal represents a valid 

system synchronization point. The block diagram of the despreading unit is shown in 

Figure 5.2.1.1. 

As shown in Figure 5.2.1.1. the despreading unit consists of a matched filter. a 

power detector and two registers (Latches). The purpose of a register is ( I )  to 

temporarily store the output of the previous stage, arid (2) to synchronize the output of the 

previous stage to the master system clock signal. The matched filter is used to 

reconstruct the UQ symbols from the ADC output samples. The power detector 

calculates the UQ symbol magnitude and generates the hit signal. The details about the 

matched filter and the power detector are given in Section 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.2. 

The timing diagram of the despreading unit is shown in Figure 5.2.1.2 and the 

opention step of the despreading unit are listed as follows: 

I .  ADC output samples ( ADC Otrtprit ) are latched by a Cbit latch. 

2. The matched filter takes the output of the 4-bit latch and forms an output symbol (8- 

bit) in 4 clock cycles. 





3. The matched filter output goes into IN, of the power detector and a delayed matched 

filter output goes into IN, of the power detector. This way the I and Q symbols 

always line up at the input of the power detector at the same instance in time. 

4. The power detector takes the input symbols (from IN, and I N 2 )  and an input 

threshold (Thres ) to generate the output YQ symbols ( I ,  and &). the U Q  symbol 

magnitude ( Mag ), and the hit signal (Hit ). Note that the hit signal is asserted only 

when the I/Q symbol magnitude is greater than the input threshold. 

5.2.1.1 The Matched Filter 

The detailed structure of the matched filter is shown in Figure 5.2.1.1.1. In this 

design. the matched filter consists of a delay (or register) chain (Row 1). a ladder 

structure of adder/subtracter moddes (Row 2,4. 6. 8). and a pipeline stage register after 

each adder/subtracter module (Row 3.5.7.9). The main function of the matched filter is 

to calculate the sum of product between the input samples (dOTdl,-..TdlO) and their 

coefficients (a0,nl. .... n10). Mathematically. this sum of products can be expressed as: 

[d~.d l .  ..., d l ~ ] [ n ~ . a l  ... a101 =nO*dO+aI-dl  +...+ nIO.dI0 

= Output Symbol 



where 

do, d I, ..., d 10 are 4-bit two's complement words. 

dO is the latest arrived sample. and 

aO,a 1, ..., a1 0 is the filter coefficients. 

The operation described by Equation 5.2.1.1.1 performs the despreading process 

described by Equation 4.2.1.6 and 4.2.1.7. Therefore the filter coefficients should be set 

as the reversed Barker sequence stated in Equation 2.2.3.2. However the filter input data 

stream, M< . is (Equation 33.13): 

M f ,  = {x,.-yo.-X, .Y, ,.... x,, .-Y,,, (Symbol 0 + I, and Q,) 

- x,, . T I  , XI,.-y, ,..... -X2, ,Y2, (Symbol I -+ I ,  and Q, ) 

X, .-Y, ,ox, yLr .**** xII ,-yq2 .*.-*-) (52 1. 1.2) 

where 

X, is the I samples (chip) at time index m 

Y ,  is the Q samples (chip) at time index m 

Thus the sign correction must be applied to MF, before the despreading process. . The 

sign correction is performed by setting the filter coefficients as follow: 

- 1  - 1  -I +I + I  +I -I + I  + I  - I  + I  + ReversedBarkerseq~ience 
X X X X X X X X X X X  

+ I - 1  + I - I  + 1 - 1 + I - I  +I - I  + I -, Sign correction seqnelzce 

J 1 I I I I l i a a i r a u u  
- I  + 1  - 1  -1 + I  - I  - I  - I  + I  + I  tl + {a0.nl,n2,a3.~~4 ....-... '110) 



Using the filter coefficients in Equation 5.2.1.1.3. the t symbols at the data 

synchronization points are obtained as follow: 

do=(-1)'' .X,+,, ,dl=(-lr  -X,,+9,..d10=(-lr .Xn 

Re vemed Bur kn .vquencr 

Similarly, the Q symbols are obtained as follow: 

do = (- lY+' - Y, ,,,, d l  = (- ly+' Y ,,9,.. d l 0  = (- 1rC' * Y, 

Q, = [ d ~ . d l  ,.... dl0]-  [ a ~ . a l  ..... c r l ~ ]  

= (- IF+' - [Y,+,~ .Y~+~ Yn 1- [- 1~-1.-~.1~1,1~-~*1,1*-~*1] 
7 

-- 

Re ~ . e n d  B a r k  rtyrrcnrt 

= {-Q~~Q,,-Q~,Q 3.......) (5.2. I .  1.5) 

Since MF, consists of two separate interlaced data streams - one corresponding to the I 

data stream and the other corresponding to the Q data stream to calculate the output 

symbol. the matched filter cannot mix up these two data streams. This separation of the 

two streams is achieved using the double delays between each tap in the delay chain of 

the filter. The pipeline stage registers are used to reduce the critical path throughout the 

filter. thereby permitting a narrower ciock pulse width. As a result, the matched filter can 

operate at a higher speed. Note that the matched filter needs four clock cycles to produce 

an output symbol since there are four pipeline stages in it. 





Since the filter coefficients are binary, the multiplication and addition in Equation 

5.2.1.1.1 are both performed in the adderlsubtracter module. Figure 5.2.1.1.2 shows both 

the detailed structural diagram of the addedsubtracter module and the register used in the 

matched filter. 
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Figure 5.2.1.1.2 The structure of the adderlsubtracter module and the register. 



The input of the adderisubtracter module consists of two data samples (Data1 and 

Data0 in two's complement format) and their signs (Signl and Sign0 in binary format, 

0 is + and 1 is -). Rather than applying two's complement conversion to both input data 

according to their sign, the addedsubtracter module determines the output sign 

( Oiltpcct Sign ) and the type of operation (additiodsubtraction) from the input signs using 

an XNOR gate. To avoid ovemow in the output number ( Darn ), the wordlength 

increases by one bit from input to output. As a result, the wordlength grows from Cbit in 

the uppermost level (Row I )  of the ladder structure to 8-bit in the final level (Row 9) in 

order to preserve accuracy. The coefficients of the input data is applied onto the input 

data simply by making these coefficients the input signs of each adder/subtncter module 

at the highest level of the ladder structure. When the operation of the adderfsubtracter 

module finishes. both the output data (Data) and the output sign (Output Sign) 

propasates down to the next stage of the ladder structure. The operation of the 

adderlsubtnrter module is demonstrated more clearly in the following example: 

Addition: -2-(-5)=3 

Data1 = -5. Data0 = 2. Signl = I. and Sign0 = I 

Orrtptit Sign = Sign1 = 1 =Negative 

The output of XNOR = I XNOR 1 = 1 =Addition 

Data = (- 5)+ 2 = -3 

The resulting number= (Orctput ~ i g n x ~ a t a )  = -(- 3) = 3 



Subtraction: - 4 + 3 = -1 

Daml= 3, Data0 = 4, Sign1 = 0, and Sign0 = I 

O~ctp~ct Sign = Sign 1 = 0 = Positive 

The output of XlVOR = 0 XNOR I = 0 = Subtraction 

Dara=3-4=-I 

The resulting number= (Outpnt ~ i ~ n x ~ a t a )  = +(- 1) = - 1 

The Power Detector 

The detailed structural diagram of the power detector is shown in Figure 5.2.1.2.1. The 

architecture of the power detector includes I I pipeline registers. an adder, and a 

comparator. The primary function of the power detector is to estimate the Y Q  symbol 

magnitude (Mag ) and to generate the hit signal (Hit). The secondary function of the 

power detector is to synchronize the input VQ symbols ( I ,  and Q,) to their estimated 

magnitude at its output. For simplicity. the magnitude of U Q  symbols is calculated as the 

sum of the absolute value of the I and Q symbols, that is: 

Mag = I [ , ]  +IQ,~ (5.2.1 -2.1 ) 

The hit signaI is asserted if the VQ symbol magnitude is greater than the input 

threshold (Thres). The synchronization of the IIQ syrnboIs and their estimated 

magnitude is achieved by the six delay registers on the I ,  to I,, and (3, to Q,, paths. 

Note that there are totaily three pipeline stages inside the power detector; therefore. it 

takes three clock cycles for the power detector to generate its outputs. 





magnitude (Mag ) and to generate the hit signal (Hit). The secondary function of the 

power detector is to synchronize the input VQ symbols ( Ii and Q,) to their estimated 

magnitude at its output. For simplicity. the magnitude of YQ symbols is calculated as the 

sum of the absolute value of the I and Q symbols, that is: 

Mag =I ' i l  

The hit signal is asserted if the I/Q symbol magnitude is greater than the input threshold 

(Tiires). The synchronization of the IIQ symbols and their estimated magnitude is 

achieved by the six delay registers on the I ;  to I,, and Qi to Q,, paths. Note that there 

are totally three pipeline stages inside the power detector: therefore. it takes three clock 

cycles for the power detector to generate its outputs. 

5.2.2 The Synchronization Controller 

The detailed architecture of the synchronization controller is shown in Figure 

5.2.2.1. The synchronization controller circuit consists of a counter controller. a timer 

controller, 2 registers ( R l  and RZ). 3 multiplexers (MI andM2). and a 3-input AND 

mate. The function of the synchronization controller is ( I )  to determine the presence of 3 

information signal at the output of the ADC. (2) to find the synchronization point of the 

received data, and (3) to handle data termination. To do that. the synchronization 

controller takes the outputs of the drspreading unit ( I,, . Q,, . Mag and Hir ) and the input 

threshold (Threshold ) and generates synchronized UQ symbols ( I, , ,  and Q,,, ) and an 

output enable signal ( InEN ). 





To understand how the synchronization controller works, let us look at the 

following diagram: 

4 32 clock cycles 

Data Data 
Synchronization Synchronization 
Point Point 

T3 -----  ---- -----  - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - -  

Valid Val id 
T2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - , . - - - - - - + - - - - -  

Figure 5.2.23 A sample output magnitude of the despreading unit. 

T3/[6 ---------- --- - - - - - - - - - 

Assuming that Figure 5.2.1.2 represents the output magnitude of the drspreading unit. 

then the synchronization controlIer needs to determine the presence of the information 

signal from its fiat peak ( Direct Pnth of SymbolO). Next. the synchronization 

controller has to decide that the highest peak (3* peak from left) during the fint symbol 

is the data synchronization point. FinalIy, the synchronization controlier also needs to 

determine the termination of the data stream. To achieve these tasks, the synchronization 
- 

controller is divided into two states: data acquisition ( Sync asserted) and decoding ( Sync 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - -  

- - - - - - - - 

asserted). The fint two tasks are performed in the data acquisition state and the third task 

is performed in the decoding state. The sequence of  events during the two states are 

Iisted as fotlows: 

Direct , I Direct 
Path id ? Path t - 



Data ac~uisition state: 

I .  Sync asserts and stays high to indicate that the synchronization controller is in data 

acquisition stare. CSO asserts and stays high so that the input threshold ( Threshold ) 

is used as the magnitude threshold (Thres = TI ) for the despreading unit. 

2. Hit asserts for one clock cycle which indicates the presence of the information 

signal. The output YQ symbols 1 I ,  and Q,,) are Ioaded into R1 in the next clock 

cycle. Since Hit asserts while Sync is high. the output magnitude of the despreading 

unit ( Mag ) is loaded into R2 in the next clock cycle. CSO drops and stays low so 

that ThresH becomes the new magnitude threshold ( Thres = ThresH = Mag = T 2  ) 

in the next clock cycle. Hit drops for one clock cycle to reset the timer controller in 

the next clock cycle so that this hit position is marked as the data synchronization 

point. 

3. Hit asserts again for one clock cycle and the output VQ symbols (I,, and Q,) ) are 

Ioaded into RI in the next clock cycle. Since Hit asserts while Sync is high, the 

output magnitude of the despreading unit ( Mag ) is loaded into R2 in the next clock 

cycle. CSO drops and stays low so that ThresH becomes the new magnitude 
- 

threshold (Ihres = ThresH = Mng = 1 3  ) in the next clock cycle. Hit drops for one 

clock cycle to reset the timer controIler in the next clock cycle so that this hit position 

is marked as the data synchronization point. 

S. If there are no more hits within the next 22 clock cycles from the first hit. then the last 
- 

hit position becomes the final data synchronization point. Sync asserts and stays 

high to indicate that the synchronization controller enters the decoding state. Since 
- 

CSO stays low and Sync stays high, the new magnitude threshold (Z5re.s ) is set to 

Mag/16=T3/16.  



Decoding state: 

I. Both Hit and EndC assert for one cycle which indicates that the next pair of UQ 

symbols are ready at the input of R I . Since Hit assens for one cycle, I,, and Q,, are 
- 

loaded into RI in the next cycle. Hit drops for one clock cycle to reset the timer 

controller in the next cycle. InEN asserts for one cycle indicates that the UQ 

symbols in RL are synchronized and ready for the decoder. 

2. If EndC goes high and Hit stays low, which indicates that the output VQ symbols at 

the data synchronization point have a magnitude lower then the threshold ( T3 1 16 ). it 

is the end of the data stream. The counter controller resets itself in the next cycle 

which puts the synchronization controller back to the data acquisition state. 

A detailed timing diagram for the example shown in Figure 5.2.2.2 is shown in Figure 

5.2.2-3. 

The hean of the synchronization controller is the counter and timer controllers. 

Both the counter and timer controllers are state machines and their state diagrams are 

included in  Appendix B (Figure B. I and B.2). The counter controller is used to counter 

the number of cycles passed since the first Hit assertion (synchronization period = 22 

clock cycles) during the data acquisition state. It will turn the synchronization controller 

into the decoding state when the synchronization period ends by setting Sync low. In the 

decoding state. the counter controller determines the termination of the data stream by 

monitoring both EndC and Hit. It will turn the synchronization controller back to the 

data acquisition state by resetting itself which in turn sets S-wc high. The timer 





controller remembers the data synchronization points. It sets EndC high for one cycle at 

each data synchronization point. Note that the timer controller is reset whenever Hit 

asserts. The architectures of the counter and timer controllers (Figure B.3. B.4. and B.5) 

are also attached in Appendix 0. 

5.3 The ~14-shifted-DQPSK Decoder 

The basic function of the decoder is to extract the information bits encoded inside 

the phase difference between two consecutive output complex symbols from the 

despreader. Mathematically. the operation of the decoder is given as: 

( f n  + jQn 1. (rn-1 + jQ,,-I F = (I , ,  + j Q n  )* (I,,+ - jQn-i ) 

= ( I  - 1  + Q Q ) j Q - in Q ) (5*3* 1 ) 

where 

In  = current I symbol. 

Q,, = current Q symbol. 

In-, = last I symbol. 

Qlt-, = last Q symbol. 

Therefore the most significant bit is equal to the sign bit of (I,I,, +QRQ,,) and the 

least significant bit is equal to the sign bit of (I,-,Q, - I,Q,-,) as shown in Equation 

2.1.2.1 and 7.1.2.5. However the despreader output complex symbols. obtained from 

Equation 5.2.1.1.4 and 5.2.1.1.5. are given as: 



Therefore the sign of the I and Q symbols are different as compared to Equation 5.3.1. 

At symbol index n .  a pair of consecutive complex symbols are either 

Q n n  + j 0 ( Q n  Q n ) ]  If the pair of complex 

symbols is [(I, - jQ,, 1 (- [,-, + jQn-, )I. then the decoder gives: 

('n - jQn 1. (- In-1 + jQn-f Y = ( I , ~  - jQn )* (- - jQn-, ) 

= -('n'n-l + Qn Qa-1 I+ j(L-, Q~ - In QR-, ) 

(5-3.3) 

If the pair of complex symbols is [(- I,, + jQ, ), (I,-, - jQ,-, )], then the decoder gives: 

(- I n  + jQn I* O R - 1  - jQn-, Y = (- ' n  + jQfi ) *  ([,,-I + jQ,,-[ ) 

= -('n in-1 + Qn Qn-1) + j ( L I  Q~ - ' n  Qn-1 ) 

Comparing Equation 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. both equations give the same result which means 

that the decoding logic for the two possible input complex symbols is the same. However 

Equation 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 have opposite real part sign compared to Equation 5.3.1. 

Therefore the decoder must perform a negation on the output most significant bit after the 

n/ 4 -shifted DQPSK decoding. 

The n/4-shifted DQPSK decoder can be implemented in two ways: (1)  using 

multiplier and adderfsubtncter modules, or (2) using lookup table (ROM). To achieve a 

good accuracy with a Iookup table, the size of the table will be large. Thus, the first 

solution is preferable. However, a multiplier module is large in size and takes too much 

space on a single chip. So it is necessary to minimize the size of the multipiier module. 



The size of the multiplier module is usually determined by the number of bits of the 

multiplicand and multiplier as shown in the following example: 

Example: C = A x B  where 

7 "-2 A=x,-12n-1+.r,-,, t . . .+xo 
3 n-I 3 "-2 B = y,-, - + yn-, - + * . . + y o  

7 2n-1 22n-2 C=Z? , -~ -  + z ~ ~ - ~  + . . . + zo (2n bits prodiict) 

.*. C = A x B = Ay,-[ 2"-I + A ~ ~ , - ~  2"-I + . . . + Ay0 
b a - 

n -term requires n - I adderlsubtncter modules 

or (expanded form) 



In general. multiplying two n -bit numbers requires n - l s hi ft-and-add operations 

because there are n - 1 terms in the product's equation. Each shift-and-add operation 

requires an adderlsubtracter module. Consequently, the number of adder/subtracter 

module required for an n x n multiplier module is n - l which determines the size of the 

multiplier module. Therefore the size of the multiplier module is reduced if the number 

of adderhubtracter modules in the multiplier module is reduced. To reduce the number 

of adder/subtracter modules in a multiplier module. the Modified Booth's algorithm 

(33][34] is used. To demonstrate the Modified Booth's algorithm, the previous example 

is used and the product is given as: 

n/? + I -term requires 
= A?,-, 2" + A(- 2y ,,-, + yn-, + y,-, )Ln-' + .. . 

n / 2  adderfsubtractcr 

(5.3.5) 

By applying the Modified Booth's algorithm. the number of terms in the product's 

equation is reduced by almost half. As a result, the number of adderfsubtracter modules 

required for the multiplier module is greatly reduced. Note that the multiplier is used to 

generate the Booth's coefficient and the Booth's coefficients in Equation 5.3.5 are 

obtained as: 



and all possible Booth's coefficients are listed in Table 5.3.1. 

Table 5.3.1 The Booth's coefficients. 

4 

Z 

(zero) 

1 

2x 

(shift left) 

0 

Booth's Coefficients 

0 

Neg 

(negative) 

0 

c ~z 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

-3, 

b 

0 0 0  

1 0 -  

I 

0 

[ O  
1 

0 0 1  

I 

I 0 0  

0 

0 

0 

I 

1 0  

1 1 0  

1 1 1  

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

I 

0 

1 .  0 

0 

I - 

I 
-I 

- 1 

0 

0 

0 

0 



Note that 2x, Neg and Z , which are generated by the Booth's coefficients. are the 

actual control signals used in a Modified Booth's multiplier module. 

In addition, it is always possible to further reduce the number of adderlsubtracter 

module in a multiplier module if the multiplier module can have more clock cycles to 

complete the operation. In Section 5.2.2, it shows that the number of clock cycle 

between two consecutive data synchronization points are 22. Therefore the decoder has 

22. clock cycles to complete the calculation described in Equation 5.3.1 (4 multiplications 

and 2 additionslsubtractions). Since alI UQ symbols are 8-bit numben. one product term 

in Equation 5.3.1 requires four additionslsubtractions using the Modified Booth's 

algorithm. Therefore the total number of additiodsubtnction required to complete the 

calculation described in Equation 5.3.1 is 1 8. If a single addedsubtracter module is used 

in the decoder. it takes 1 8 clock cycles to complete all operations in Equation 5.3.1 which 

is affordable in this case. Consequently. the decoder is implemented as a single cycling 

adderisubtracrer module which can perform addition. subtraction and multiplication. 
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1 

Clock ! 

Reset I 

Figure 5*3.1 The structure of the n/4 -shifted DQPSK decoder. 

The structure of the decoder. as shown in Figure 5.3.1, contains two function 

blocks: a cycle controiler and a cycIing adderfsubtncter module. 
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Figure 5.3.2 Tt~c block dingram of the cycle controller. 



The cycle controller. as shown in Figure 5.3.2, takes the data ready signal ( InEN ) from 

the drspreader and the Booth's control signals ( 2 x ,  Neg and Z ) from the cycling 

adder/subtracter module to generate the remaining control signals ( CNeg , CZ. Cin . 

SC8, SC7, LD. AQs. BQs, Shift, Loop. Save, ADD,  Re E N ,  ImEN, and New)  

for the cycling addedsubtracter module as well as the output bit ready signal. OEN . 

Basically, it is a state machine and is formed by a 256x 16 ROM and a 5-bit instruction 

counter. The ROM is used to store all the necessary control signal patterns. The 

instruction counter is used to provide the memory address at each clock cycle in order to 

select the corresponding control signal pattern for both the cycling addedsubtracrer 

module and itself. The state diagram of the cycle controller is available in  Appendix B 

(Figure B .6). 

- I u Q & L  , W? 1 Rlnck3 
I RB T'Z 

- 5  Q1-Dl0 Q2 
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InEN PD~ Q l i  Neg* Xd 4 

-- kb3 I ADD -DS QO Xd 

New bD3 I Qqzb I -- "D4,2 Cin -", I 

AQs &,,z ! -a- CNe- bb I ------+I36 SC8 

BQs bD1 cz -+DO 
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Sc7 .D5 
LDO > CL -D4 Shift 
Ciock Loop - CL Reset wD3 

Reset 7 S a v e b D 2  
ReEN -D I 
ImEN -DO 
Clock - CL 
Reset A 

Figure 53.3 Block diagnm of the cycling adderlsubmter module. 



To simplify the discussion of the cycling adderlsubtracter module. the structure of 

the cycling adder/subtncter module is subdivided into three blocks as shown in Figure 

5.3.3. The first block, Blockl . as  shown in Figure 5.3.4. takes the despreader outputs 

( I,, . Q,,,, and InEN ) and four control signals ( New, AQs . BQs and LD ) to generate 

the multiplicand ( RB ) and the Booth's control signals ( 2 x . Nrg and Z ). 

Latch (Rl),  Latch (R2) 

Reset 

I 

LD 
RA 

L 

Figure 5.3.4 Detail structure of Block1 . 



The functions of Block1 are ( 1 )  to store the current complex symbol ( R I  ). (2) to store 

the complex conjugate of the previous symbol (Sign Inversion and R2 ). (3) to select a 

multiplicand ( M  1 and R3 ) and a multiplier ( M2,  M 3 and R 4  ). and (4) to generate the 

Booth's control signals ( M 3 .  R4 and Booth Logic ). The Booth Logic. according to 

Table 5.3.1, can be easily implemented using few NAND gates as shown in Figure 5.3.5. 

-W Neg 

Figure 5.3.5 The structure of Booth Logic . 



Figure 5.3.6 Detailed structure of BIock:! . 

The second block, Block2. as shown in Figure 5.3.6, takes the multiplicand (RB 

from Block1 ), a product number ( Xd from Block3 ) and four control signals ( 2 x .  

ADD. CNeg and CZ) to gnentr  two output numbers ( T 1 X  and T4X ). The 

functions of Block2 are (1) to perform proper 2's complement sign inversion on Xd to 

produce T2X during the additiodsubtraction cycle (ADD low). and (2) to apply 

Booth's operation on RB to produce T4X during the multiplication cycle ( ADD high). 



The last block, Block3. as shown in Figure 5.3.7, takes Block? outputs ( T 2 X  

and T4X ) and nine control signals ( ADD. Cin , SC8, SC7, Shift . Loop. Save, 

Re EN and Irn EN ) to generate the output dibit ( Bit0 and Bit1 ) and a product number 

( Xd ). The functions of Block3 are listed as follows: 

Multi~tication Cvcfe: ( ADD low) 

I.  Performs cycling addition/subtraction on T4X and LS . 

2. Completes the 2's complement inversion operation when SC8 or SC7 asserts. 

3. Stores the intermediate result of the multiplication (RS). 

4. Stores the product (Ycl ) in R 6  or outputs the product ( Xd ) to Block2 when the 

multiplication completes. 

Addition/Subtraction Cvcle: ( ADD high) 

t . Performs addition/subtraction on T 2 X  and Yd . 

2. Completes the 2's complement inversion operation when Cirz asserts. 

3. Converts the sign of the sum to the output bit and stores the output bit in either R 7  or 

R8 depending on Re EN and Im EN signals. 

To demonstrate the operation of the decoder, an example is given in terms of the 

timing diagram assuming that the current and previous symbols are (I, - jQ,) and 

(- In-, + jQN-! ) respectively as shown in Figure 5.3.8. 
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Figure 5.3.8 The timing diagram of the n/4-shifted DQPSK decoder. 



5.4 Summary 

The proposed receiver is implemented with simple discrete components. The 

structure of the receiver contains two major functional blocks: the despreader and the 

n 14 -shifted DQPS K decoder. The depreader performs the signal detection and data 

synchronization. The decoder extracts the information bits from the n/4-shifted DQPSK 

symbols. The entire design and testing of the receiver is achieved using Logsim and the 

results from the simulation verify the functionality of the receiver. 



Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Work 

The goal of Chapter 2 is to review the five digital communication concepts, which 

serve as the foundations in the design of the 2 samples/symboI DS/SS IF-sampling 

system. The five concepts are n/4 -shifted DQPSK. DSISS. F, /4 -downconversion. 

Nyquist sampling theorem and the Nyquist pulse for minimum ISI. n/4 -shifted DQPSK 

is used in the IF-sampling system as the modulation scheme. It protects the system from 

channel distortions such as amplitude attenuation and constant phase error. The only 

drawback of using 1214 -shifted DQPSK is that the system will suffer an additional 2.1 dB 

loss in SNR compared to normal QPSK modulation scheme. DS/SS is used to protect the 

system from ISI. Generally, it uses much more bandwidth than the data rate for the 

communication system to reduce the effect of ISI. To use DS/SS. an additional process is 

added to both the transmitter and receiver. The process added to the transmitter is called 

the spreading process and the process added to the receiver is called the despreading 

process. The despreading process is the opposite process of the spreading process. The 

combination of these two processes can greatly reduce the effect of ISI. 

F, 14-downconvenion is the common technique used in an IF-sampling system to 

obtain the VQ samples directly from a bandpass IF signal. The rule for F,/4- 

downconversion is that the IF center frequency must be an odd integer multiple of a 

quarter of the sampling rate. Using F,/4-downconvenion, the IF stage of the receiver 

can be moved to the digital domain and hence, the overall complexity of the receiver is 

reduced. The drawback of using +/4-downconvenion is that it introduces a timing 



misalignment between the I and Q samples which can result in an amplitude imbalance 

between the I and the Q symbols if the shaping pulse is not carefully chosen. Nyquist 

sampling theorem and the Nyquist pulse for minimum IS1 explain the effect of the signal 

spectrum after the sampling process. They help choose the most desired sampling rate 

for the IF-sampling system. 

After going through the major concepts of the IF-sampling system in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 begins the discussion on the 2 samples/symbol DSlSS if-sampling system in 

[30]. It provides a complete mathematical model of the transmitter, channel and receiver 

in order to show the signal flow throughout the system. By doing that, it also shows how 

the theories in Chapter 2 apply to the system in 1301. In addition. it provides a simulation 

setup and results. and shows that the sampling timing error is the major source of error 

that can cause severe performance degradation to the system. The results also show that 

the performance difference between the best case scenario and the worst case scenario is 

about 7 dB at low BER. Finally, Chapter 3 points out that [30] uses two variable gains in 

the I and in the Q signal paths to compensate the amplitude imbalance between the I and 

Q symbols. These two variable gains create implementation difficulty and increase the 

overall receiver complexity. 

Chapter 4 starts the discussion of the proposed 2 sarnpIes/symbol DSISS F- 

sampling system. This system is designed based on the system in [30] but uses a new 

shaping pulse to eliminate the need for the variable gains in the I and in the Q signal 

paths. The same system analysis in Chapter 3 is performed for the proposed system and 

the simulation results show that the performance difference between the best case 



scenario and the wont case scenario is about 4 dB at low BER. Therefore, the proposed 

system has not only a lower system complexity but also a better performance compared 

to the system in [30]. 

Chapter 5 talks about the actual implementation of the proposed IF receiver. It 

shows that the whole receiver can be implemented simply using discrete logic 

components. The receiver contains only two functional blocks: the despreader and the 

decoder. The function of the despreader is to perform signal detection and data 

synchronization. It is formed by two state machines, a matched filter and a power 

detector. The function of the decoder is to extract the information bits from the 1214- 

shifted DQPSK symbols. It is formed by a state machine and a cycling adderisubtncter 

module. To reduce the size of the decoder. the Modified Booth algorithm and cycling 

addition concept are used. The receiver is designed and tested successfully using a 

software tool called Logsim which provides a fast and easy way to analyze a digital logic 

system. 

From the research point of view. the analysis for the proposed system is done 

based on a Gaussian channel. It is definiteIy worth some future effort to carry out a 

similar analysis for this system with a multipath channel. In addition, further effort is 

also needed to complete the implementation and obtain the maximum throughput of the 

receiver. This involves translating the Logsim netlist to an existing hardware format, 

programming that particular hardware and testing the receiver in real Iife. 



APPENDIX A: 

Implementation Tool 



The implementation and simulation of the proposed receiver is done by Logsim 

[XI, which is a text-based digital logic netlist description and event-driven simulation 

package. Logsim is used because it is very easy to learn and gives enough flexibility to 

enable the design and tcsting of complex circuits. Logsim also provides a text-based 

interactive user interface during the simulation stage which M e r  reduces the debugging 

effort for a complex system. Logsim uses three files with different file extensions to 

store the description of a digital system. The file extensions are .mu, .sirn, and .tern. 

The .mcr file stores the description of all hardware modules. The .sim file specifies the 

signal flow throughout the system and the mapping between input/output signals and 

their display symbols. The .tern file describes the location of input/output signals on the 

simulator screen in terms of their display symbols. A design of a simple 4-bit ripple- 

carry adder module. shown in Figure 5.4.1, using Logsim is given in Figure 5.4.2. 5.4.3 

and 5.4.4 as an example. 

Cin 

4-bit 
Ripple ; 

carry I 

Adder , 

N2 \J& B Co - Cout 

Figure A.1 The block diagram of the 4-bit rippletarry adder module. 



template file RC4.tem 

define 1 BitRCAdder A,B,Cin.S.Cout 
xor inputs f A.$B,$Cin output SS 
nand inputs %A,$B output Snab 
nand inputs SA,$Cin output Snac 
nand inputs $B,$Cin output $nbc 
nand inputs f nab,%nacjnbc output $Cout 

end 

define 4BitRCAdder A3 @.A 1 .AOTB3,82,B 1 ,BOTCin,S3,S2,S 1 ,SO.Cout 
1 BitRCAdder $AO,$BO,%Cin,%SO,$tO 
1 BitRCAdder SAl .%B 1 ,f tO,%S I ,$ t 1 
1 BitRCAdder $A2.$B2,%t 1 ,$S2.$Q 
1 BitRCAdder S A ~ . % B ~ , % ~ ~ , S S ~ , $ C O U ~  

end 

Figure A.2 The .mcr file for the Cbit  ripple-carry adder module. 

inc t ude RC4.rncr 

switch output BitA3 screen a3 key Q 
switch output BitAl screen a2 key W 
switch output BitAl screen a1 key E 
switch output BitAO screen a0 key R 
switch output BitB3 screen b3 key A 
switch output BitBl screen b l  key S 
switch output BitB 1 screen b 1 key D 
switch output BitBO screen bO key F 
switch output CarryIn screen cin key Z 

led input Sum0 screen SO 
Ied input Sum1 screen sl 
led input Sum2 screen s2 
led input Sum3 screen s3 
led input Carryout screen cout 

Figure A.3 The .sim file for the Cbit  ripple-carry adder module. 



<ch> ---+ 
I 

+ - - - - - +  
<a()> ---- I I 

I I -Bit Adder I---- <SO> 
<bO> --- I 1 

+------+ 
I 

f -----I-----+ 
-I> ---- I I 

I I -Bit Adder I--- <s 1 > 
<bl> --- I 1 

+-------+ 
<a2> ---- 1 1 

I I-Bit Adder I-- <s2> 
<b2> --- I I 

+------+ 
I 

+------+ 
<a3> -- I I 

I I-Bit Adder I--- ~ s 3 >  
<b3> -- I I 

Figure A.4 The .tern file for the 4-bit ripple-carry adder module. 
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Extra Diagrams 
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Figure B.4 The block diagram of the timer controller. 
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